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ABSTRACT
Laser-induced chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) is an emerging new technique
with many practical applications. To optimize the system for fabricating a microstructure
with a pre-specified geometry in pyrolytic LCVD, a three-dimensional mathematical
model is developed for predicting temperature distributions and laser dwell times across
the substrate scanned by the laser beam. A microstructure is fabricated layer by layer, and
for each layer the laser beam moves from one pixel to the next. The complicated
correlations among temperature distribution, deposit growth rate, and laser dwell time are
investigated. A purely heterogeneous reaction is assumed and any gas-phase transport is
ignored.
A finite difference scheme and an iterative numerical algorithm were developed
for solving the model. The numerical computation is stable and convergent. The normal
growth at each pixel is computed from the geometry o f the deposit and the temperature
distribution is obtained when the laser beam is focused at different pixels. From the
temperature and normal growth, the dwell time for every pixel o f each deposit layer is
predicted.
The processes for fabricating a convex and a concave microlens with a prespecified geometry in pyrolytic LCVD with a Gaussian laser beam were simulated.
Nickel and graphite were selected as materials for deposit and substrate, respectively.
Factors such as intensity o f the laser beam and geometry o f the microstructure are

iv
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discussed. The temperature distributions when the laser beam is focused at different
pixels on the surface o f deposit were obtained and analyzed for each layer. The dwell
time distribution, which determines the laser scanning pattern, is predicted. The process
for fabricating a microlens is quite different from that o f a rod. The maximum
temperature on the surface o f the deposit decreases with an increase in the deposit
thickness. This result indicates that when the temperature reaches a certain threshold,
growth will stop unless the laser intensity is increased.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Overview
Microtechnology is a critical technology with an enormous potential for new
products and product enhancement. Current micromanufacturing techniques have some
drawbacks in that the microstructures produced are planar, somewhat fragile, and not
suitable for building robust three-dimensional structures. For further development of the
technology, it is necessary to develop new processes suitable for the manufacture o f high
aspect ratio microstructures that improve the rigidity o f microparts and allow coupling to
them, thus enabling the manufacture o f complex mechanisms.
Laser-induced chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) is an important technique in
freeform fabrication o f high aspect ratio microstructures. The LCVD process is rapid,
flexible, and relatively inexpensive to operate. To develop a working micro-scale
freeform fabrication process, a laser beam is used as a physically measurable energy
source to induce precipitation o f a solid material from a surrounding medium.
The application o f LCVD in micro-patterning requires proper selection o f
precursor molecules. Precursors for freeform fabrication must be chemicals which can be
modified, dissociated, or decomposed in such a way that at least some portion o f the
precursor molecule solidifies, precipitates, or adsorbs onto an evolving part surface when
the induction factor is applied, thereby forming the part. The decomposition o f precursor

l
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molecules in LCVD can be activated thermally or non-thermally or by a combination o f
both. The type o f process activation can be verified from the morphology o f the deposit
and from measurements o f the deposition rate as a function o f laser power, wavelength,
substrate materials, etc. While much progress has been made in recent years to fabricate
microstructures,

there

remain

fundamental

constraints

in

the

manufacture of

microelctromechanical system (MEMS) via conventional means. Current processes are
limited both in the part shapes that can be manufactured, as well as in the materials that
can be exploited.
An LCVD experimental system usually consists o f a laser, vacuum chamber, and
movable stage, as shown in Figure 1.1.

GmnssUn-Pcofile Laser Beam

♦

im
Focusing
Lens

Chamber

m
Substrate

Precursor
Gas
M otorized
Stages

Figure 1.1 LCVD schematic
The laser beam is focused onto a substrate target. The reactive gas is introduced
into the chamber, and it reacts at (or near) the focal spot on the substrate, leaving behind
any solid-phase reaction products. Precursors are chosen so that the by-products o f the
reaction are volatile and return to the surrounding gas mixture. If the focal spot is scanned
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across the substrates, a trace o f material is left behind, in a manner similar to other rapid
prototyping system, and microstructures with different specific shapes can be
manufactured.
For some simple cases, analytic solutions can be obtained under some
assumptions [Brugger 1972] [El-Adawi 1986][Bauerle 1990]. However, it is impossible
to develop a general three-dimensional mathematical model to completely describe the
correlation between temperature and deposit growth and derive its exact solution.
Usually, for each specific physical problem one should develop a simplified
mathematical model and solve it using a numerical method. Several studies in the
literature are related to numerical simulations related to deposit spot, direct writing o f a
line, and rod growth [Amord 1993] [Maxwell 1996] [Dai 1999], in which case the laser
beam is focused on one fixed point or is moving in one direction. However, for one to
produce a microstructure conforming to a desired geometry with high resolution, the laser
beam must scan all the pixels on the surface o f deposit or substrate according to a
specified pattern. To achieve a process with a high resolution, accurate predictive models
must be developed for process control and optimization.

1.2 Research Objectives
The goal o f this dissertation is to develop a mathematical model to simulate the
transport and thermal phenomena which underlie the LCVD process, so that the
deposition dwell time for given process conditions and material properties can be
predicted in order to fabricate a microstructure with a specified geometry.
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In fact, three-dimensional LCVD (3D-LCVD) is a very complex process. The
temperature at each point on a deposit surface determines the growth rate. This growth, in
turn, changes both the shape o f the deposit and the concentration o f the precursor gases
adjacent to the reaction zone. The surface temperature distribution is then cyclically
affected by the shape o f the deposit.
The 3D-LCVD mathematical model in this dissertation will describe the heat
transport in both deposit and substrate, as well as the heat exchange on their interface.
The model should establish a relationship among heat transfer, growth rate and dwell
time.
To solve the coupling equations numerically in the developed 3D-LCVD
mathematical model, an effective numerical method is introduced for iterative
calculation. The computation should be stable and convergent.
After the 3D-LCVD mathematical model and the corresponding numerical
method have been developed, several examples are selected to verify the capability o f the
model. Finally, we use this model to predict the temperature distribution and dwell time
for fabricating convex and concave microlenses, with nickel as the deposit and graphite
as the substrate.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is about mathematical modeling o f 3D-LCVD. Before
developing a mathematical model, one should not only know the various physical
phenomena but also understand the physical principles and m e c h a n ism s underlying these
phenomena. No mathematical model can completely describe all these physical
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phenomena, so some assumptions should be made to simplify the model. A refined model
for simulating certain kind o f problems can be developed by ignoring the negligible
factors. A model may correspond to a numerical method. This numerical method should
be stable and convergent to the unique solution. After the model and the relevant
numerical method have been developed and verified, they are applied to the simulation o f
numerical examples or specific physical problems. This dissertation follows the above
general concept o f mathematical modeling, and it is structured as follow bellow.
Chapter 2 provides the necessary technical background for the remainder o f the
document. A historical review o f LCVD modeling is given. Chapter 3 presents details o f
the three-dimensional LCVD mathematical model for simulating the process o f
fabricating a microstructure with a pre-specified geometry. In chapter 4, the numerical
methods—including the numerical scheme, iteration algorithm, and various computational
details—are discussed. In chapters 5 and 6, we apply the mathematical model and
corresponding numerical method to simulate the process for fabricating a convex
microlens and a concave microlens. The computational results are described. In chapter
7, the discussion and conclusion are provided.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL REVIEW OF LCVD
2.1 Technical Background
2.1.1 LCVD Mechanisms
LCVD is carried out through two possible mechanisms: photolytic or pyrolytic
dissociation o f the precursor, or a combination o f both processes.
Photolytic LCVD

Photolytic LCVD is based on selective excitations of

precursor molecules. Both single and multi-phase excitations may be required to drive
photolytic dissociation reactions, depending on the precursor employed. Photolytic
LCVD occurs when the precursor compounds are dissociated directly by light, the
incident phase breaking the molecules bonds o f the compound through their absorption.
The product species diffuse and condense, in part, on the substrate surface.
Photolysis of a precursor gas is generally done in either a parallel or direct-write
orientations o f the beam relative to the substrate. In parallel configuration, the beam is
parallel to the substrate. The parallel configuration is employed to grow blanket deposit
across a wafer, and is often denoted photo-assisted CVD. In direct-write photolysis, the
beam is incident to the substrate. Direct-write photolysis is essentially the same as photo
assisted CVD, and the deposition occurs only near the focus o f the beam where
dissociated radicals diffuse to the deposit surface from the gas-phase and/or adsorbed
precursor molecules are dissociated on the substrate surface [Maxwell 1996]. Photolytic

6
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normal deposit rates o f organametallic compounds usually are several orders o f
magnitude smaller than pyrolytic deposition rates. Photolytic LCVD can therefore be
employed for thin-film formation at relatively low temperature. Although the
comparatively small volumetric deposition rates do not justify its use for MEMS
manufacture, direct-write photolysis qualifies as a freeform fabrication process.
Pyrolytic LCVD Pyrolytic LCVD operates through adsorption o f a precursor
onto a substrate surface and subsequent thermal dissociation of the compound through
heating o f the substrate (or deposit) surface. In such experiments, the substrate is
immersed in a reactive gaseous ambient and is perpendicularly irradiated by a focused
laser beam. The setup typically employed is shown in Figure l .l. In this case, the
substrate is chosen to be absorptive o f the light, and the precursor is chosen to be
transparent to the incident radiation. The mechanism o f pyrolytic LCVD is represented in
Figure 2.1, where an impinging laser reaction zone o f radius, w0, is focused at the
substrate, and a heated reaction zone o f radius, rw, is generated.

Bwm

WWni —

c fP sa n o r

Figure 2.1 Pyrolytic Deposition
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The pyrolytic reaction occurs at the surface only within this reaction zone, and the
surface temperature outside o f this region is assumed to be below the threshold
temperature Tth for deposition. The local deposition rate at each surface point is
determined by the temperature at the surface, the activation energy and the ability of the
precursor reactants, and by-products to transport to and from the surface. When a reactive
gas reacts at the reaction zone, it leaves behind any solid-phase reaction product, which
leads to the growth o f deposit. At the same time, precursor by-products desorb from the
growth surface and diffuse into the ambient.
We now analyze the kinetics o f precursor reaction in the reaction zone. Consider,
for example, the common reaction o f the deposition o f silicon from silane
SiH4 - > ----- > 5 i( i) + 2 / / 2(T)

(2.1)

Here, as each SiH4 molecule decomposes, two molecules o f Hi are produced. H 2 Diffuses
away from the reaction zone, i.e. in the opposite direction o f SiH4. This counter-diffusion
o f reaction products influences the transport properties within the ambient medium, and
thereby the overall reaction rate within the reaction zone.
In most case, precursors used in LCVD are o f the form, P = ABM. Hereafter, we
consider a reaction o f the type
AB^+M

A(1) +

m

B( 3) + M

(2.2)

where AB^ is the reactant, M is a carrier gas and A is a metal or element to be deposited,
and

are fi ligands which are loosely bound to A. The reaction o f gas-phase molecules

ABfj shall be heterogeneous, i.e. it shall occur exclusively on the surface rs. Here, the
species A condense on the surface rs and either forms the deposit or it reacts further,
while atoms/molecules B immediately desorb from this surface.
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For more details about the reaction kinetics in laser-induced pyrolytic chemical
processing, see the reference [Bauerle 1986] [Bauerle 1990].

2.1.2 Deposition Rates
A pyrolytic process may be influenced by several factors and the actual deposition
rate is determined by several constrains for a given set o f process parameters. While the
deposition rate o f a heterogeneous reaction is driven by surface temperature, the rate
obtained depends on the reaction activation energy and the ability o f the precursor
reactants and by-product to transport to and from the surface.
When the reaction rate is limited by the activation energy and temperature the
process is termed kinetically limited. Similarly, when the precursor and by-product
diffusion control the rate, the reaction is termed mass transport limited. For exothermic
reaction at high temperatures, it is the thermodynamically-limited case. The three
deposition rate limit regimes are shown in Figure 2.2.

Kinetically
Limited

Mass Transport
Limited Region

Thermodynamically
Limited Region

«2
so
oQ

u
Q
ea
uO

Temperature

Figure 2.2 Deposition rate limit regimes
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Kinetically Limited Rates From Figure 2.2, the local rate, Rn, rises exponentially
at first, according to the Arrhenius relation given below [Bauerle 1990],
Rn = K 0(p ,T )e - E-/{gT)

(2.3)

where Ko is a concentration-dependent growth rate constant, p is the pressure, and Ea and
R are the activation energy and the universal gas constant, respectively.
The local deposit rate, R„, is strictly defined as the magnitude o f the rate at any
given point on the growth surface, and R„ is known as the normal deposit rate, where the
vector Rn lies along the normal to the surface. Usually, there are two kinds o f deposition
rate measures: the volumetric deposition rate, Rv, and the axial deposition rate, Ro- Rv
takes into account the overall three-dimensional volumetric growth o f the deposit and Ro
is only a measure o f the maximum growth rate at the center o f the laser beam.
Diffusion Limited Rates When the temperature increases, the process passes
into the diffusion-limited regime, and with the increasing temperature, the reaction
proceeds rapidly enough and the relative conversion o f reactants becomes large. The
ability of the precursor to arrive at the surface o f the reaction zone is insufficient to
support the continued exponential increase with temperature, and hence the deposit rate
levels off [Maxwell 1996].
In the mass transportation regime, the deposition rate does not depend on
Equation (2.3), but on the precursor concentration, n, which is given by the diffusion
equation:
(2.4)
where D is the diffusivity.
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With the complex geometry o f the deposit, the solution o f the partial differential
equation can be solved numerically.
Thermodynamically-Limited

Rates

For

exothermic

reaction

at

high

temperatures, the free energy becomes less negative with temperature, thereby slowing
the deposition rate. There is little advantage to increasing the temperature into this regime
for exothermic reaction, as the rate has already peaked.
A process can be thermodynamically limited for several reasons. Often it is
caused by an increase in the apparent activation energy due to the greater desorption of
the precursor (or its intermediates) with temperature; i.e., the precursor desorbs before it
can react. In this case the reaction rate can be modeled by the Langmuir-Hinshelwood
equation:
(2.5)

Here, Kdes and AHjes are the rate constant and the enthalpies o f the deposition,
respectively. If the pressure is very high, or the temperature moderate, the LangmuirHinshelwood rate reduces to an Arrhenius Reaction as presented in Equation (2.3).

2.1.3 LCVD Process Parameters
LCVD deposition rate is a function o f many variables, such as laser fluence,
vapor pressure, local temperature, and thermal conductivity o f the substrate and deposit.
The LCVD process is determined by thermal physics and continuum mechanics. In the
kinetically limited regime, the local deposition rate rises exponentially according to the
Arrhenius law. The heat transfer in the deposit and substrate depends on the laser beam
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conditions, surface properties, and fluid conditions. Beam conditions include laser power,
laser intensity profile, wavelength, spot/line geometry. Surface properties include optical
absorption, reflectivity and emissivity, refraction index, material thermal conductivity,
surface geometry and roughness. Fluid conditions include Nusselt Number, Reynolds
Number, Grashoff Number, Prantle Number and thermal conductivity o f the fluid. These
fluid parameters determine the thermal physics and continuum mechanics o f the gas
phase in the reaction zone.
More details about these parameters will be given in the next chapter.

2.2 Theoretical Solution
A brief description o f the microscopic mechanisms involved in LCVD and the
reaction rate has been given in the previous section. In this section, an overview o f the
theoretical solutions for pyrolytic LCVD will be given. LCVD is not only a physical
process but also a chemical process that contains heat transfer, mass transfer, and
chemical reaction. We first introduce some theoretical results on the kinetics o f the laser
chemical process and then introduce some analytic solutions o f the temperature profile on
the substrate and deposit as well as o f the growth rate o f the deposit.
While the relation among the laser-induced temperature, reaction rate, and
geometry o f the deposit is quite complex, we can simplify this problem with some
assumptions. For example, we consider laser direct writing o f a stripe onto a semi-infinite
substrate and quasi-stationary conditions with the coordinate system fixed with the laser
beam. Thus, in this system, the geometry o f the stripe remains unchanged. A one
dimensional approach can obtain the analytic solution for this problem, and self-
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consistent model calculations on pyrolyitc laser direct writing are presented [Arnold
1993], In this approach, however, any gas-phase transport is ignored and a purely
heterogeneous reaction is assumed. A case is considered where the ratio o f thermal
conductivity o f deposit and substrate are much large than 1. This approach applies to
laser direct writing of thermally well-conducting strips onto insulating substrates. The
geometry o f the deposit is determined from a self-consistent calculation. The equation is
solved simultaneously with the laser-induced temperature distribution which in turn is
approximated by an analytic equation. Results o f these calculations are compared with
experimental data on the direct writing o f W lines.
For the axisymmetric rod, the 3D LCVD problem can be reduced to a 2D
problem. To solve for the shape o f any axisymmetric deposit, the temperature profile
along the deposit length must be known. Several simplifications can be made. First, timedependence o f the heat flow can be neglected so that the heat flux into and out o f the
deposit is assumed to be in equilibrium and a steady temperature distribution exists over
the deposit. A second simplification can be made by assuming that conductivities o f
deposit and substrate are constant. Under these assumptions, the diffusion equation may
be expressed as follows [Maxwell 1996]:
* ,V 2© + Q- (x, r, 0 - Ql„ (x, r, t) = 0

(2.6)

where Q~ and Q~oss are distributed heat sources and sinks at or within the deposit
boundaries, such as absorption o f the laser light, or convective/radiative losses at the
deposit surface.
In the instance o f an axisymmetric deposit o f arbitrary profile, r(x), where the
length o f the deposit is typically much greater than its width, one can assume that the
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temperature gradient is largely one-dimensional along the axial x-coordinate. For a
Gaussian beam absorbed completely at a rod tip, and simultaneous convection and
radiation from the rod surface, the temperature may be derived numerically from:
d 2&
2 dr(x) dQ . 2
2
T T + “ 7 T ~ j— -T~ = ( , , M ou(* .r>0 ~ ( . f J Qo,(* ,r , /)
dx
r(x) dx dx
kdr(x)
kdr(x)
where

(2.7)

and Q'losI are the heat fluxes, Q~ - Q IY ■
If one ignores the spatial distribution and time variance o f the laser input at the tip

o f a rod, and neglects radiation as a source o f heat loss, the temperature along the length
o f the deposit, T(x,t) can be solved analytically.
Based on the temperature approximation in Equation (2.7), a simple rod growth
simulation can be obtained which qualitatively describes the form o f the rods deposited
from various precursor chemistries [Maxwell 1996]. Beginning with a set o f seed points
which describe the initial deposit surface, the model calculates the unit normal to a curve
passing through all points in the set, and then each point is successively translated
according to the Arrhenius relation given in Equation (2.3). A simulation o f graphite rod
growth is presented, showing different stages in the evolution o f a rod. This result is
compared with experimental results from ethylene pyrolysis. In all cases, the simulation
closely approximates the actual growth profiles, with the exception that the actual rods
are somewhat broader and flattened near the tip. These deviations from the predicted
kinetic shape may be explained by the mass transport limitation at the rod tip.
A mathematical model for heat transfer in the substrate during LCVD is
presented, in which the three-dimensional and transient heat conduction equation is
solved for a slab having finite dimension and m oving at a constant velocity [Kar 1988].
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The temperature-dependent thermophysical properties o f the material o f the slabs are
considered, and both convective and radiative losses o f energy from the slab to the
surrounding medium are taken into account. The laser beam is considered to be Gaussian
in shape. The three-dimensional nonlinear governing equation is linearized by using the
KirchofF's transformation and then solved by successively applying the Fouriertransformation in the x, y, and z directions. Based on these considerations and techniques,
an analytic expression for the three-dimensional and transient temperature field is
obtained. Thermal analysis can provide information on the variation o f film width with
laser power and scanning speed, and the upper and lower limits o f the operating scanning
speed for LCVD processes. For a given laser power, the peak temperature varies linearly
with the operating scanning speed o f the laser beam on the log-log scale. Also, the peak
temperature varies linearly with the laser power on the linear scale for a given scanning
speed o f the laser beam. Unfortunately, in some case the deposit growth may greatly
influence the temperature distribution o f the substrate. This paper studied only the threedimensional transient heat transfer in the substrate and did not include the deposit.
Generally, analytic solution can be obtained only for some simple physical
problems

with

simple

boundary

conditions

[Brugger 1972]

[El-Adawi 1986]

[Bauerle 1990]. For a more complicated problem, numerical methods are needed for
obtaining its solution.
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2.3 Numerical Simulation
Now we consider a spot o f deposit as seen in Figure 2.3. The deposit is placed on
a semi-infinite substrate. The origin o f the coordinate system is fixed with the laser beam
and is indicated by the dot.

Laser Beam
Z

Deposit

Y

Kc To

Figure 2.3 Schematic picture o f a two-dimensional model for
the description o f pyrolytic LCVD
In the model [Arnold 1993], the heat equation and corresponding boundary
conditions that describe the heat transfer and temperature distribution are given. The
equation o f heat transfer for the deposit is integrated along the z direction, which reduces
the original 3-D problem to a 2-D problem. Some further simplifying assumptions are
made for the above physical problem: (1) growth shall be quasi-stationary; (2) heat losses
to the gas phase shall be ignored; and (3) the laser light is totally absorbed within the
deposit. With these assumptions, the boundary-value problem o f heat transfer, together
with the corresponding equations for the substrate, and the equation o f growth can
directly be solved numerically. The heat transfer in the substrate is given by the Laplace
equation from which the temperature distribution o f the substrate can be calculated using
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Green’s function. The temperature o f the deposit and substrate are related at their
interface. After the temperature o f the substrate has been obtained, the real temperature o f
the deposit can be obtained from the inverse o f the Kirchhoffs transformation. The
numerical computation was performed by employing an iteration procedure.
The above model calculations can be applied to the deposition o f spots and to the
direct writing o f lines by pyrolytic LCVD. The contour lines and isotherms were obtained
for various stages o f direct writing o f W lines deposited from WCI6 +H 2 . The shapes o f
deposits calculated for different systems are in semi-quantitative agreement with those
observed experimentally. Note that in this case, the deposit should be flat and with a
stationary shape.
Maxwell presented a mathematical model based on a stationary laser focal spot to
predict the transport and thermal phenomena that underlie the three-dimensional LCVD
process [Maxwell 1996]. Based on his study, a numerical model for simulating an
axisymmetric rod growth was presented and good results were obtained [Dai 1999].

2.4 Conclusion
The availability o f high-power lasers and the economical advantage o f using
lasers as a tool for material processing have led to many interesting applications o f laser
technology. The process o f heat transfer in the substrate and deposit plays an important
role in laser processing o f materials and in microfabrication. In the literature, much work
has been done to simulate such manufacturing processes. These mathematical models
allow us to examine the effect o f various parameters on the performance o f these
processes. These studies consider either constant thermophysical properties for the
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substrate material or a finite or semi-infinite geometry, and thus they can be applied only
to relatively simple and specific manufacturing cases because o f various assumptions and
approximations.
With the rapid progress in the application o f LCVD in microfabrication, it is
necessary to develop a model that can predict the laser beam dwell time across the
substrate in order to obtain solid deposit with pre-specified geometry. The process o f
LCVD is very complex, and no mathematical model can completely simulate all its
physical and chemical properties. However, mathematical modeling may provide some
useful information for experimental control and application by simulating the LCVD
processes and predicting the influence o f various parameters and different conditions on
its performance.
Some research work has been done in mathematical modeling of LCVD, in which
the process cannot be controlled to produce deposits o f a desired shape. However, in
applications o f LCVD, one may want to fabricate a microstructure with pre-specified
geometry. To obtain such a deposit with a pre-specified shape, we should know the laser
power, laser beam distribution, and laser dwell time, or scanning speed in order to control
the process. We may use mathematical modeling to predict the values of these physical
parameters necessary for depositing such a solid with a pre-specified geometry. To my
knowledge, little research work has been done to simulate such a problem. Based on
these considerations, a mathematical model and a corresponding numerical method will
be presented to predict the laser beam dwell time across the substrate for growing a
desired three-dimensional microstructure.
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CHAPTER 3
A THREE-DIMENSIONAL LCVD
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this chapter, the kinetics o f three-dimensional laser-induced chemical vapor
deposition (3D-LCVD) will be explored, and a mathematical model will be presented
which describes the heat transfer in the deposit and substrate, and predicts the growth of
deposit and the dwell times for fabricating a deposit with a pre-specified geometry. As
pyrolytic 3D-LCVD is a thermally-driven process, we do not consider the kinetics in the
gas phase and the mass transfer limitation, but emphasize the analysis o f the kinetically
limited growth rates in this study. In an LCVD process a strong correlation exists
between the geometry o f the deposit and the laser-induced temperature distribution. The
temperature field has to be obtained to determine the chemical reaction zone and the
growth rate on the surface o f the substrate.

3.1 Physical Description
One o f the basic quantities in laser processing is the temperature rise induced by
the absorbed laser radiation on a material surface or within its bulk. The knowledge o f the
temperature distribution is a prerequisite for both fundamental investigations and
technique application. When the laser beam (usually o f Gaussian profile) is focused in a
chamber onto a substrate target, the balance o f heat flow into and out of a deposit

19
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determines the surface temperature and hence the growth rate. The laser power absorbed
at the deposit surface drives the reaction, whereas heat losses such as radiation,
convection, and conduction to the substrate, determine how the surface temperature will
change over time. The three primary mechanisms that contribute to heat loss in 3DLCVD are shown schematically in Figure 3.1.

Convection

Radiation

Figure 3.1 Conductive, Radiative and Convective Heat Losses

The balance o f the heat flow through the deposit boundaries can be described by
the simple continuity expression:
Qin = Qcond ~ Q co n v - Q r a d

(3 -1 )

where Qin represents the heat transfer rate from the absorbed laser fluence,
loss rate due to convection,

Q rad

the loss rate from radiation, and

conduction rate. These four terms will be discussed in turn.
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3.1.1 Laser Beam
The power delivered to the surface determines the local surface temperature, and
hence the growth rate and deposit shape. If U is a wave function and c the speed o f light,
then the wave equation for the propagation o f the electromagnetic waves is as follows:
d 2U
= c 2V 2U
dt2

(3.2)

Substituting the time-varying solution, U (r ,t) = U(r) - e‘“ , one can obtain the Helmholtz
equation for the propagation o f paraxial waves:
.eo2 d
U (r) = 0
c dz

(3.3)

Among the most important beam shapes employed in laser processing is the
Gaussian beam. Equation (3.3) has several solutions, however, in most cases, the solution
for the laser beam has the following Gaussian form:

U {r) = U 0

OJn

r2

<u2(r)

V(i)r

2c2r(r)

f-arctan

fc )

(o(z)

where co(z) is the 1/e2 beam waist radius at any axial position z,

coq is

(3.4)

the 1/e2 spot radius

at the focus, zo is the Reyleigh range, and IJz.) is the wavefront radius o f the curvature,
defined by [Maxwell 1996]:
G>0 *

X
tc9

(3.5)

(3-6)
■ r Vl
^ 1
0>{z) = 0)c 1 + —
Vzo ) _
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and
rf T \} 2 ~
T(z) = z 1 + —
\ z0J

(3.8)

In Equation (3.5), 0 is the convergence angle o f the focused beam, and X is the
laser wavelength. Taking the time average o f the U(r), i.e. |f/(r)|2, one arrives at the
spatially-dependent intensity o f a laser beam, defined as
r
/(r,z) = /0

_co{z)

~i2f

2r* I
e?

(3.9)

where I 0 = |f/0|2. Defining the peak beam intensity (i.e., the power density), I q, in terms
o f the average laser power, Po, the peak intensity becomes
2 Pn

(3.10)

7 1 0 }'

The spatially-dependent intensity at the focal plane may be written as

Hr,0) =

2P
n
7ZCOn

(3.11)

Integrating over r, the power delivered to a surface at the focal plane within a circle o f
radius, r, is
Ir1

P{r,z) = P0 l - e

(3.12)

If r is equal to co(z) in Equation (3.12), P(r,z)=0.86Po, which means the total power
delivered to a surface within a 1/e2 spot size is 0.86 Pq.
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As an incident beam passes into the surface o f a solid, the radiation is attenuated,
some o f it is reflected, and the rest is eventually absorbed or completely transmitted. The
optical absorption and attenuation coefficients o f the deposit and substrate materials may
be critical in determining the absorbed heat flux. In this dissertation, it will be assumed
that the laser light not reflected at a gas-solid boundary is transmitted into the solid and
eventually completely absorbed within the solid. Let .7 be the spectral reflectance at the
gas-solid boundary, and

the deposit index of the reflection. Then the angular spectral

absorption coefficient, A, is given by:
A = 1 - 3(0)

(3.13)

where <f>is the local incidence angle, and 3(<f>) is the angular spectral reflectance defined
by [Seigel 1992]:

(3.14)

The deposit index o f refraction /i„ can be obtained from Smell’s law. This
expression is valid only for a randomly polarized beam, and a given wavelength, A.
The heat transfer rate, Q,„, at the surface o f deposit or substrate can be specified as
a function o f the radial distance from the centerline, r, and the angle o f incidence, <p(r), to
the unit surface normal vector, n (x ,r,t). Assuming a Gaussian incident beam and
absorption over a surface, from Equations (3.11) and (3.13), we can obtain an
approximate expression for the heat flux Q,„ :

(3.15)
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To obtain the heat transfer rate, Qin, in Equation (3.1), the expression in Equation
(3.15) should be integrated over the absorption surface, s. From Equations (3.13) to
(3.15), one can calculate the heat transfer rate, Q,„. Note that the shape of deposit will
influence the heat transfer rate. In the case where the deposit shape is changing over time,
the exact solution to Equation (3.15) must be obtained iteratively with the equation o f
growth over time since the reflectance depends on the shape, and the induced temperature
depends on the reflectivity.

3.1.2 Natural Convection
The rate at which heat is convected from a solid body into a surrounding medium
can be described by:
Qconv = Ashconv(Ts - T „ )

(3.16)

where As is the surface area o f a heated body, hconv is the heat transfer coefficient, and Ts
is the body surface temperature.
If kgas is the thermal conductivity o f the dominant gas species, the heat transfer
coefficient, hconv, can be determined from the dimensionless Nusselt number, Nu, using
the following relation:
(3.17)
The Nusselt number, which represents the ratio o f convection to the conduction
losses is an empirical expression that depends on the dimensionless Grashoff and Prandtl
number, G> and Pr- The Grahoff number is a measure o f the ratio o f buoyancy to viscous
forces in the precursor gas. The Prandtl number is the ratio o f the kinematic viscosity to
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the thermal diffusivity. In general, for a given body geometry, the Nusselt number in
Equation (3.17) is of the form:
N u = C + f ( G r + Pr)

(3.18)

where C is a constant which depends on the body geometry.
The heat loss rate depends on the geometry and size o f the body. For example, the
heat loss from a rod during 3D-LCVD depends on the rod’s radius and length. An
empirical formulation has been widely accepted for the laminar Nusselt number over a
sphere:
N „= 2 + 0.43(Gr + Pr)v4.

(3.19)

For a rod less than 1000pm in diameter, the Nusselt number can be approximated to an
accuracy o f 15% by the non-zero value:
N U!phm « 2 .

(3.20)

When natural convection occurs over a solid horizontal cylinder o f uniform temperature,
the Nusselt number will be o f the form:
N u = 0.36 + f { G r + Pr) .

(3.21)

For small Grashoff number,
* 0-36.

(3.22)

This formula is a crude approximation to the actual situation where the shape may be
parabolic or even dimpled; however, it is sufficient for the purpose o f this dissertation.
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3.1.3 Radiation
Radiation from a blackbody surface into a medium of refractive index,

can be

described by Planck’s distribution, which gives the spectral emission vs.wavelength, A,
and surface temperature, Ts:
2m?he
Qrad(A-’Ts) = ^^(AO/C-ir.) _ ^

(3-23)

here, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed o f light in a vacuum. Assuming a deposit
o f emissivity es, and integrating Equation (3.23) over all wavelength, one arrives at the
Stephan - Boltzman equation for hemispherical total emissive power (where cr is the
Stephan —Boltzman constant):
Q L iT .) = £ , » ? < ■

(3-24)

For the hemispherical geometry of a rod tip, the heat loss rate, Qrad due to radiation into
an infinite region filled with a precursor gas o f refractive index, can be estimated from
[Maxwell 1996]:

0 - ( r , ) = (|)® ->,»rCT(r / - r„4) .

(3.25)

For a deposit with arbitrary geometry, one can obtain the heat loss due to radiation from
Equation (3.24) and the surface area.

3.1.4 Discussion
Heat conduction in the deposit and substrate depends on their geometry and
thermal properties. There are several stages to the growth o f the deposit on the substrate.
During the initial stage, the deposit surface area is generally small and thus inhibits
radiation and convection, so heat conduction to the substrate is the dominant mode o f
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heat transfer. Once a deposit forms, the laser beam will hit the surface of the deposit and
the temperature then depends on the optical and thermal properties o f both deposit and
substrate. During the transient growth regime, conduction to the substrate diminishes. As
a result, the properties o f the substrate become less important, and eventually it can be
assumed that conduction in the rod is one-dimensional or linear.

For an insulating

deposit on a highly conductive substrate, a large linear gradient over the rod will result.
However, for a conductive deposit on an insulating substrate, the base temperature will
be high and little gradient will occur over the rod. If the conductivity kd of the deposit is
much larger than the conductivity ks of the substrate, it is difficult to grow a relatively
long rod, since the entire rod would grow outward and broaden the rod.
In the instances o f graphite, nickel, and iron, the thermal conductivity drops with
temperature; Beginning at about 20 ~ 200AT, it falls continuously until the Curie point
(just below the melting point). This process further isolates the heated zone and increases
the peak temperature, which in turn further lowers the conductivity. As a result, the
growth terminates at some height from the substrate where the peak temperature exceeds
the melting point [Maxwell 1996].
If the deposit is not a rod (cylinder), but a paraboloid, the conduction in the
deposit and substrate will be more complicated. We will use the governing differential
equations and the corresponding boundary conditions to describe the heat transfer in the
deposit and substrate and discuss this case in the next section in details.
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3.2 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
We consider a rectangular stationary substrate with the laser beam hitting one
point or moving from one point to the next on the surface o f the substrate. The deposit
region and the substrate in a Cartesian coordinate system are shown in Figure 3.2.

Surface of the substrate

Deposition region

2Ls

Figure 3.2 Cartesian coordinate system for the substrate
A three-dimensional heat transfer equation is used to describe the LCVD process.
If the conductivity o f the substrate is much smaller than that o f the deposit, we can
assume that the substrate is isolated and the heat transfer on the interface o f the deposit
and substrate can be ignored. This assumption simplifies our calculation but limits the
application range o f the model developed in this dissertation. Our model contains both
the heat transfers in the deposit and substrate as well as that on their interface, so it can be
used to study the temperature profile for different deposit and substrate materials.
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3.2.1 Deposit Temperature
Temperature distributions induced by the absorption o f laser radiation within the
solids can be calculated on the basis o f the heat equation. In most cases, the temperature
is a function o f both the spatial coordinates and time. With fixed laser parameters, the
temperature distribution depends on the optical absorption within the irradiated zone, on
the transport o f heat out o f this zone and, if relevant, on the transformation enthalpies for
crystallization, melting, vaporization, and on chemical reaction enthalpies (exothermal or
endothermal), etc. In this study, we ignore the transformation and chemical reaction
enthalpies. In a coordinate system fixed with the deposit, the heat equation that describes
the heat flow through the deposit can be written as:
cc, ( T ° ) p D( T D) ? ^ — V[kD( T D)V T ° ] = f t ,
at

(3.26)

where T ° = T ° ( x ,y ,z ,t ) is the temperature o f the deposit at any point ( x , y , z ) , in the
Cartesian coordinate system, and any time t. The parameters p D{T° ) , cD( T D) and
k D( T D)

denote the temperature-dependent density, heat capacity and thermal

conductivity o f the deposit, respectively. V is the three-dimensional del operator. Q^ is
the heat source at or within the deposit boundaries due to the absorption o f the laser beam
light.
The boundary condition on the interface z = 0 between the deposit and the
substrate is
(3.27a)
(3.27b)
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On the surface o f the deposit
- k o < T ° '> ^ r - = J * .
OZ

(3.28)

where J lo}S describes the energy loss to the gas phase on the surface o f the deposit.
The diffusion o f the precursor concentration, n, over a hemispherical reaction
zone o f the radius, rw, can be expressed as
D V 2n —— = 0

(3.29)

dt

where D is the diffusivity o f the precursor gas and V 2 is the Laplace operator. The
boundary conditions are
dn

— = r0 u ,
n(r) = cons,
cn .
— = 0,
oz

r = rw
r> rw

(3.30)

z = 0 , r = rw

where r0 is a length scale

3.2.2 Substrate
The solid is deposited on the surface o f the substrate, and the heat in the deposit
will be transferred to the substrate through their interface. When the ratio of the thermal
conductivities o f deposit and substrate is not too large, the heat transfer to the interface
cannot be ignored since it will influence the temperature distribution o f the deposit and
hence the growth rates and the shape o f the deposit. The energy transfer equation that
describes the heat flow through the substrate is given by
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cs (TJ)P s( r I ) ^ - = v [ i s ( r s ) v r s ]

(3.31)

Ot

where Ts = T s(x, y, z,t) is the temperature o f the substrate at any point ( x ,y ,z ) , in the
Cartesian coordinate system, and at any time

t.

p s {Ts ) , CS( T S) and k s (T s ) denote the

temperature-dependent density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity o f the substrate,
respectively, and V is the three dimensional del operator.
The initial condition ( r = 0) is
Ts = 7 f

(3.32)

where T;s is the initial temperature of the substrate.
For a rectangular stationary substrate, boundary conditions need to be specified on
six planes.
~ k s(T S) ^ = hl( T s - T J + cre[(Ts y - T ^ ]
ox

at * = 0

(3.33a)

ks (T s ) ^ - = h ^ T s - T „ ) + ae[(Ts )A - T ^ ]
ox

atx = - L s

(3.33b)

at y = 0

(3.33c)

ks ( T s) ^ - = h ,( T s - T m) + ae[(Ts y - T : ]
dy

at y = -W s

(3.33d)

ks i TS) ^ r = hi {Ts - T ^ + creKT5) * - T ^ ]
oz

at z = - H s

(3.33e)

at z = 0

(3.33f)

~ ks(T s ) ^ - = h2( T s - T J + ae[(Ts y - T * ]
dy

- ks(T s ) ^ - = h6( T s - T J + ct£[(T s ) a - T : ]
oz
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where Tx is the ambient temperature. hx, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6 denote the heat transfer
coefficients on the surface x = 0 , x = —Ls , y = 0 , y = —Ws , z = —H s , and z = 0 o f the
substrate, respectively, where Ls , Ws , H s are, respectively, the length, width and height
o f the substrate. The parameter a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and e is the thermal
emissivity.
Note that there are two kinds o f boundary conditions at the surface z = 0 o f the
substrate. The boundary condition beyond the reaction zone at the surface

z

= 0 o f the

substrate is given by Equation (3.33f). The boundary condition in the reaction zone at the
surface z = 0 o f the substrate is given by Equation (3.27).

3.2.3 Growth Rates

A complete 3D-LCVD model should include both growth kinetics and diffusive
transport of the precursors. In this section, the emphasis is on the thermalphysics
occurring during the 3D-LCVD process, but diffusive transport o f the precursors has
been ignored. The governing equations for heat flow through the deposit and the substrate
can be used to predict the temperature distribution. Based on the temperature distribution
on the surface o f the deposit, one can predict the deposit growth rate from the Arrhenius
law, Equation (2.3). In the actual LCVD process, the geometry o f the deposit will affect
the growth. From a macroscopic viewpoint, one may assume that growth during 3DLCVD occurs along the instantaneously normal vector at each point on the surface o f an
evolving deposit. While the temperature may affect the magnitude o f growth at each
point, the direction o f deposition remains normal to the surface due to the nature o f the
diffusion, adsorption, nucleation, and coalescence processes that produce polycrystalline
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or amorphous deposits. The exception to this rule is the deposition o f single crystals,
where growth may indeed be anisotropic due to lattice activation. For the following
analysis, this normal-growth rule is assumed, so the growth is a normal vector that can
expressed as follows:
E.

T „ -T d

Azn( x ,y ) = K0e ^ ° { l + e ** T ln(x,y)At

(3.34)

where Azn( x ,y ) is the local deposit growth at a point on the surface o f the deposit, K0 is
a concentration-dependent rate constant that can be determined empirically, Ea and R
are the activation energy and universal gas constant, respectively. Tth is the threshold
temperature, STth is the width o f this threshold, which describes the drop in deposition
rate near 7'(h. At is the time increment to obtain a deposit growth Az n( x , y ) . Here
n(x, y ) is the unit outward normal vector on the instantaneous surface o f deposition.
Equation (3.34) can account for the threshold behavior o f the deposition process,
i.e. for the fact that deposition becomes significant only if the surface temperature T D
exceeds the threshold temperature.

3.3 M athem atical M odel for a Parabolic M icrostructure
The governing equations and corresponding boundary conditions are described in
the previous section. The governing equations take into account many factors that may
affect the temperature distribution and the growth rate. So these equations can be used for
simulating the 3D-LCVD processes in different situations, such as a spot, rod, direct
writing, and so on. However, the complex interrelation among the heat flow between the
deposit and substrate, the temperature field, and the deposit growth, makes it hard to get a
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satisfactory solution. The advantage o f a general and com plete mathematical model may
be counteracted by the possible error caused by a very complicated numerical method.
Thus, for different kinds o f physical problems, w e should sim plify the above governing
equations as much as possible. Our goal is to develop an effective mathematical m odel to
predict the dwell tim es across the substrate for the fabrication o f a microstructure with a
pre-specified geometry so that the model can describe the main aspects o f the original
physical problem and can be easily and accurately solved.

3.3.1 Problem Description
Much research work has been done on simulating a spot growth, direct writing,
and a rod. Here, we consider a parabolic micro structure, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 A parabolic microstructure on the surface o f the substrate

Usually, it is difficult to fabricate such a microstructure in a single step. The
process depends on many aspects such as the parameters o f laser beam, and the
thermalphysical properties o f the deposit and substrate. G iven these parameters and the
dwell times o f the laser beam, one can fabricate a microstructure. However, if the
geometry o f the microstructure is pre-specified, it is interesting to consider how to
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specify the experimental conditions and how to control the processes to obtain such a
microstructure. This reverse problem is much more difficult than the original problem,
and we can not directly use Equation (3.34) to predict the dwell times, even if we can
calculate the temperature distribution from the heat transfer equations and the
corresponding boundary conditions. So in the ongoing section, we will establish a
mathematical model for simulating the temperature profile and dwell times.

3.3.2 Predicting the Temperature Distribution
Since the geometry o f deposit may be arbitrary and the heat transfer equations are
coupled with the deposit growth equation, it is impossible to obtain the analytic solution
for the governing equations in the foregoing section. A numerical method should be
considered to simulate the complex process o f 3D-LCVD and hence to predict the dwell
times for fabricating a solid with a pre-specified geometry. However, it is still difficult to
numerically solve the governing equations described in the previous section. First, the
governing equations contain both heat transfers in the deposit and substrate. Since the
shape o f the deposit is usually complicated, this factor may cause many difficulties in
grid partitioning, whether the finite difference method (FAM) or the finite element
method (FEM) is used. Second, the heat equations are coupled with the deposit growth
rate, which requires that the governing equations should be solved iteratively. The
numerical method will be discussed in details in Chapter 4. For these reasons, the coupled
equations that describe heat flow, gas diffusion and deposit growth must be simplified for
different kinds o f problems.
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In this research, a mathematical model that describes the heat transfer in the
deposit and the dwell times for fabricating a microlens will be established. To this end,
we assume that the pre-specified shape o f the deposit can be described by an arbitrary
function
z = h0( x ,y )

(3.35)

Integrating Equation (3.26) within the region 0 < z < h0 gives

f v i [ i D( r 0 ) v !r ‘, ]<fe + f e i,<fe

(3.36)

We now make the following assumptions: 1) the deposit should be flat so that
Sh

2)

ox

T ° = T ° ( x , y , z , t ) * T ° ( x , y , 0 , t ) , which holds if

h

where

rDk

•
At
k ’ = — , and rD is the radius o f the base o f the deposit. With these approximations, we

can obtain the energy balance equation for a volume element o f the deposit with base
area dxdy and height h0( x , y ) .
c 0( T ) p D( T ) h ^ - =

v1(« D(r)v!r°]+ { ft, -y ^ (z = * )-J to(r = o)
(3.37)

We then make some further assumptions:
The growth shall be quasi-stationary. Thus, the time to reach thermal equilibrium
is zT « [

r3(lnA).._, _
.
.
J . For the same reason, we ignore any changes in the temperature
dt
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distribution during any time interval when the laser beam is focused on a point on the
surface of the deposit.
Heat losses to the gas phase may be ignored, i.e. J loa(z = hQ) = 0 . At the interface
z = 0 , we set
(3.38)

•'*.(* = 0 ) = *s( r s ) ^ OZ

The laser light is absorbed at ( j r , y) within the deposit according to the following
formula
I x - x r f H y - y ,)2

(3.39)

where A is the absorptivity, PQ is the laser intensity, and <x, is the standard deviation of
the intensity distribution o f the laser beam. Here we consider a Gaussian distribution for
the laser beam intensity. Due to the Gaussian beam distribution, it is seen from Equation
(3.39) that the laser beam when focused in the subelememt A, y (the center point is
(.r(. y y)) contributes to the heat source at point (x, y ) . Then from Equation (3.37) at the
interface we obtain

The second term on the right side o f Equation (3.40) originates from the “lateral
spread” of the surface temperature due to the deposit. Equation (3.40) can be considered
as a modified boundary condition for calculating the temperature distribution in the
reaction zone at the surface o f the substrate.
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From Equation (3.31), the equation for steady state heat conduction in the
substrate is given by the Laplace equation:
V 23T s = 0

(3.41)

The initial and boundary conditions for the substrate are given in Equation (3.33).
From Equations (3.40) and (3.41), we may be able to obtain the temperature distribution
for the deposit and substrate.

3.3.3 Predicting Dwell Times
Now we consider how to use Equation (3.34) to predict the deposit dwell time. In
the process o f obtaining a deposit with a pre-specified geometry, the temperature and
deposit shape change with time and with the position o f the laser beam. So we should
divide this process into a number o f steps. At each step, the time needed for the
temperature to reach its steady state can be ignored and the dwell times can be obtained
from Equation (3.34). Because the total dwell time is unknown, we cannot divide it into a
number o f time intervals and perform calculation in each time step. However, we can
divide the microstructure such as a microlens into a number o f layers. For each layer o f
deposit we can compute its steady state temperature distribution and then predict the
dwell times needed for the fabrication o f that layer. Hence, the sum o f these dwell times
at each point for different deposit layers is equal to the total dwell time. In fact, the
number o f layers can be large enough so that the assumption, that the growth should be
quasi-stationary, can be always satisfied. Given the laser power, properties o f the
substrate and deposit, and the dwell time at each point in a layer, can control the process
o f 3D-LCVD to fabricate a microlens with a pre-specified geometry.
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To this end, we first consider two consecutive layers o f the deposit described by
the functions z = hQ( x , y ) and z = hx( x , y ) , respectively, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Next Layer ofDeposit
z = hi(x, y)

z
''

Deposed Layer

z=lw(x.y)

/

Figure 3.4 A cross-section o f two consecutive layers o f a parabolic surface
We want to determine the laser beam dwell time at each point on the surface
z

= h0( x , y ) in order to obtain the next surface z = hx( x , y ) . Consider a point (x0, y 0,z0)

on the surface z = h0( x , y ) . To calculate the growth Az„(x0,_yo) in Equation (3.34)
between this point and the next surface z = hx(x, y ) , we need to find the normal straight
line at (x0,y 0,z0) and the intersect point on the surface z = hx( x , y ) . This normal line can
be described using the following equation in parameter form:
dh0
p > y = y0- - r - P ’

z

= zq + p

(3.42)

where p is a parameter. Substituting Equation (3.42) into z = hx(x , y ) , one can obtain an
equation for the unknown p . Solving for p one can find the intersect point (xl,y l,zt) on
the surface o f z = A, ( x , y ) . Hence, the growth Az(x0, y 0) can be expressed as follows:
|Az«(x0, y 0)\ = >/(*■ - * o ) 2 + ( y t - y 0)2 +(z i - * o ) 2 = <
pp
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where ^

•

In order to obtain the surface z = hx(x , y ) , the laser beam must scan the surface
z = hQ( x , y ) , by moving from one point to the next point. We first decompose the total
deposition region into a number o f small subelements, A,y, / = 1

and j =

as shown in Figure 3.5.

1
11 11 j
-i t ’.
\1
1
11
\1
1

w

Sabelem qit Apq

Sabelement Ay

Figure 3.5 A schematic diagram o f a region with subelements

Let T;D
j ( x p, y q,hQ(xp, y q)) be the temperature in subelement ApjJ when the laser
beam is focused in Af y. We assume that the temperature is the same everywhere in each
subelement. The temperatures in other subelements also contribute to the deposit growth
in A p^ . We let [Az(1(xp,y ?)]i-; denote the growth o f the deposit in A pjq due to the
temperature T?-(xp , y q,hQ(xp, y q)) when the laser beam is focused in AhJ. Thus, the sum
o f the growth [Az„ (xp, y q)],.;, i = 1,...,A f, j =

is the total growth in subelement
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A p q after the laser beam scans all the subelements in the chemical reaction zone on the
surface z = hQ( x , y ) . A s such, one obtain

Z Z I 62• (x p ’
i-I y«1

)L-1= I**- ( x p »y * I

(3

Form Equation (3.34), we have
*yqJ*n(.xp*y^))

”S<w.*<w.»[1+ e

«i

r<(x,,y,)A/„
(3.45)

where A/,. y is the dwell time when the laser beam is focused on the subelement A,v .
Substituting Equation (3.45) into Equation (3.44), we obtain an equation that describes
the relations among the temperature, dwell time and growth o f the deposit. Applying the
same idea to all other subelements, we obtain the following linear system that can be
solved for the dwell time at each subelement A PA
„ „ in the chemical reaction zone on the
surface z = h0( x , y ) .
Af y
£ £ K 0e

Jiq(xpty9))
«■]-> At. . = |az, (xp,

£z
[1 + e

)|

.=1 jm\

p =

q = \,...,N

(3.46)

Here, the chemical reaction zone is defined as the region on the surface of the
substrate in which the temperature is higher than or equal to the chemical reaction
temperature necessary for growth to occur.
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CHAPTER 4
NUMERICAL METHOD
4.1 Deposit Growth
The surface o f the deposit is assumed to be described by a general second-degree
polynomial as follows:
z ( x , y ) = ax2 +bxy + c y 2 +dx + ey + f

(4.1)

For convenience, we assume that the original point o f the local Cartesian
coordinate system is fixed at the center o f the microlens, and the x-y plane is on the
surface o f the substrate, as shown in Figure 4.1.

(0.0.H)

(0X.0)

(L.0,0)

Figure 4.1 Coordinate system for deposit

42
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If the microstructure is a microlens with a parabolic surface, the above function
can be simplified. Let H and L denote the maximum height and radius o f the microlens,
then Equation (4.1) will satisfy the following condition:
z(-L,0) = 0
z(L, 0) = 0
z(0,-L) = 0

, (cu) = o

<4'2>

z(0,0) = H
z(x,y) = z(x,-y)
From the above conditions, the coefficients in Equation (4.1) can be easily determined.
Hence, the equation that describes the parabolic surface o f the microlens can be written
as follows:
z{x,y) = - j f ( x 2 + y z) + H

(4.3)

As described in the previous section, the microlens is obtained by depositing layer
by layer. We assume that the micro lens is divided into n layers along the z axis and that
H
the maximum thickness h of each layer is the same, h = — . Then, the equation that
n

describes the parabolic surface in the kth layer o f the microlens is
kh
* = K ( x , y ) = ~ ( x 2 + y 2) + kh

(4.4)

Consider a point (xk, y k, z k) on the surface o f z = hk( x , y ) . To obtain the growth
Azn(xk, y k) between the point (x* , y k, z k) and the next surface of z = hk^ (x ,y ), we
need to find the normal straight line at the point (xk , y k, z k) and the intersect point on the
surface o f z = hk+l( x , y ) . From Equation (3.42), the equation o f this normal line in
parameter form is
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where p is a parameter. Substituting Equation (4.5) into z = htM(x, y ) , one obtains a
quadratic equation in the unknown p . Solving for p from the quadratic formula, one
can find the intersect point (xi+1, y k^ ,

) and then calculate the growth, Az„ (xk , y k).

From z = /jt+1(x, y ) , we have
dhk _
dx

2khx
L2 ’

dhk
dy

2khy
1}

(4.6)

From Equations (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain
= (l +

.

y ,., = (i +

<4-7>

Substituting Equation (4.7) into Equation (4.4), we have
2.., = -

(

1

+ ~ ^ ) 2(x ; x y l ) + (k + l)h

(4. 8)

From Equation (4.5), we have
P = zt*x ~ zk

(4-9)

Substituting Equation (4.8) into Equation (4.9), we can obtain the following equation in
P'4 k 2h2(k + \)

2

,

2

j 6— -(** + y i ) p + [

4k (k + l)h2

- 4~ /

2

2

f x \ + y k2

(** + ^ ) + 1]/=»+ (

L/ -)h = 0
(4.10)

The positive value o f p is obtained from Equation (4.10) as follows:

P=

- 6 + V& - 4 a c
----------2a

where
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a = 4 k 2(k + \ ) h \ x k2 + y l )
b = L6 + 4k ( K +1 )h2L \ x ; + y \ )
c = —hL6+hI?(x\ + y l )
Because the magnitude o f 4ac can be very small, the numerator in Equation
(4.11) is calculated by subtracting two close values, which may lead to a truncation error.
To avoid this problem, we use the following equation, instead o f Equation (4.11), to
calculate p .

P ~ i +j ?

- 4ac

(412>

As such, from Equation (4.5), the growth, Az„ (jtt , y k), can be expressed as follows:

1^*(xk . y k )| = V(x*+. ~ x k)z +(y*+i - y t )2 + (**♦. ~ z k f

= <p\p\

(4.13)

where

Thus, the growth, Az„( x k, y k), at point (xk, y k, z k) on the surface o f z = hk(x,y )
in the kth layer o f deposit can be obtained from Equations (4.12) and (4.13).
Further, the angle between the unit outward normal vector n ( x ,y ) and the
z-direction z at point (xt , y k, z t ) can be calculated from
cos(/5,z)=—
<P
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4.2 Discretization
We now apply a finite difference scheme to discretize the Laplace equation
(Equation

(3.38)).

First,

we

assume

the substrate

is a

rectangle

with size

Ls x Ws x H s(/jm3) , w hereLs , Ws and H s are the length, width and height o f the
substrate, respectively. We divide Ls , Wt ,

evenly into N x, N 2, iV3 subintervals,

respectively, so that the domain is decomposed into a number o f subelements. The size of
each subelement is Ax x Ay x Az, as shown in Figure 4.2, where

Figure 4.2 Domain decomposition o f substrate and deposit

Let T,sJJt denote the temperature at the subelement (i , j , k ). The standard central
difference derived from the Taylor series is employed to approximate the second
derivative in the Laplace equation.
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can be written as follows:
~2T, sm + t ’l m )
~ 2T^

=

(4.17)

+ r^ >

~ 2TI j. + ^ - . )

< ^ - > ,„

Substituting Equation (4.17) into Equation (4.16) and solving for TZJJt gives

T-m = — ------^ >
+ J 2\ ----------------------------+
_ + J 2 _ LAx2
Ax'
Ay2 Az 2

+ -Ay
^ (7 5 ^ + ^ u >

1 ,~*s
oZ^+ TZ^y]
AzJ

(4.i8)

Since the above scheme is implicit, we use the Jacobi’s iteration to obtain the steady-state
temperature:
(**>5? - ~ 2 — \ —
a? +
+ - ^ r « r s )“

r

[^ - < (rS )S '-* + (r S )!:U > + - ^ r « 7's )“ u *<.t s )Zi u )

H T S)%\.,)]

(4.19)

where (7'S)-,y|* denotes the temperature at the subelement (i, j , k) at the nth iteration.
The Jacobi method is very slow to converge. Since the newest values o f
(T 5)!"*^, ( T S)Z*-Z> ( T S)/,"■>-! have already been obtained when we calculate the
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temperature

(7”*),-"?*, we

may use these updated temperature values in the

Equation (4.19) and then employ the Gauss-Seidel iterative technique:
( T S K ;'Y

— =----- 5----- 5-[-T 1------- (------A*

Ax2

+tW
Ay

s > !" u

A y2

+(rs)<;>w)

Az2

+ ( r J ) ! :ll i ) + - i T ( ( r s )‘7Ji, +(7-s )‘.:>4. i)]

(4.20)

Az

The Gauss-Seidel method converges faster than Jacobi’s method. However, the
fastest method is the Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) method which is particularly
useful for solving linear systems that occur in the numerical solution o f certain partialdifference equations. Here, the SOR method can be expressed as
= ~2
A*2

\ -----Ay2

Az2

+ A ( ( 7 ' s )i.7-!. + ( r I )!7 u )+ ^ p - (( r s )S7ji1+ ( r s ) « .,)]

(4 .2 1 a)

= ( J s t h + «“K r % J. ~ ( T SK U ]

(4.21b)

where & is an over-relaxation factor used to accelerate the convergence.
The boundary conditions in Equation (3.33) for predicting the temperature
distribution o f the substrate can be descretized as follows:
(T s C

= ( r ' )£>,

th, [(rs)« - T. ] + < r e m s ) \ % Y -

£

t:

]) (4.22)

J l.jjc

Similarly, we can obtain the discrete difference formulas for the other boundary
conditions in Equation (3.33). Noting that Equation (3.40) is the boundary condition for
the chemical reaction zone on the surface o f the substrate, we use the following formulas
to approximate the first and second derivatives in Equation (3.40):
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(4.23b)

Similarly, we can derive the discrete formula for term

[— (hkD( T D)

Substituting these formulas into Equation (3.40) and noting that TPjA = 7)*.fi» we can
obtain the following formula for solving T?JA,
+ C„.
; ,. + C
>1T;D
U-l.l

(4.24)

where

Az

From Equation (4.24) coupled with the boundary conditions, we can obtain the
steady-state temperature distribution when the laser beam is focused on one point on the
surface o f deposit. The steady-state temperature distribution is obtained when the
maximum norm o f the difference between ( T s )(n*{) and (7’s )(") satisfies the convergence
condition:
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where ex is a given tolerance.

4.3 Solving the Linear System
For a microlens, the chemical reaction zone is a circle. The laser beam scans this
zone from one point to the next on a grid. Since Equation (3.46) cannot be directly used
to calculate the dwell times, we change the two-dimensional notation in Equation (3.46)
into a one-dimensional notation and then assume that there are a total o f Mo subelements
in the chemical reaction zone. Hence, Equation (3.46) can be rewritten as follows:
(x, ,y,

.y,))

<sr„

(4.26)

where T ° ( , y j , h0(Xj, y y )) is the temperature o f the deposit in subelement Ay, when
the laser beam is focused in the subelement Af. Azn( x JJy / ) and A/f are deposit growth
and dwell time, respectively.
We rewrite Equation (4.26) in matrix form
Ax = b

(4.27)

where
^ ~ (aij)M0xM0’
T»-T.°(x, .y, ■*<»(■*/O'/))
(4.28)
x —(A/j, A/j,- • •,

)
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b = { b x,bz, - , b MJ
bj =|Az„(xy,y y)|
Thus, the deposit dwell time at each subelement for each layer can be obtained by
solving the linear system in Equation (4.27). It should be noted that sometimes we may
obtain an unreasonable negative dwell time, or cannot obtain the convergent dwell time at
all. We should discuss this linear system in order to obtain accurate and reasonable
solution. If A is strictly diagonally dominant, then both the Jacobi method and the GaussSeidel (or SOR) method give a sequence {jc(4)}"„0 that converges to a unique solution of
A x - b . We note that the temperature distribution determines whether matrix A is
strictly diagonally dominant. When the laser beam is focused on a subelement on the
surface o f the deposit, a temperature distribution can be obtained. In different
subelements, the heights and their corresponding temperature distributions are different,
so it is difficult to determine whether matrix A is strictly diagonally dominant. However,
we can analyze some general relations between them, which is helpful for us to determine
the size o f the subelements and the intensity o f the laser beam. For instance, from
Equation (3.39) we know that if the standard deviation <x, o f the intensity o f the laser
beam is large, the corresponding temperature distribution is flat and will then lead to a
coefficient matrix that is not strictly diagonally dominant. On the other hand, for certain
intensity distributions o f the laser beam, the size of the subelement will affect the
property o f matrix A. For the same temperature distribution, if the size o f the subelement
Mg

is too small, we have ^ | a f yj > |aff| , and then A is not strictly diagonally dominant. From
y-i
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the above analysis, we should choose an appropriate size o f the subelement for different
intensity distributions o f the laser beam.
The SOR iterative technique can be used for solving the linear system Ax = b
and is expressed as

x\ = — \r%La9x T ~
au

j= \

x]k) =

y»i+i

+b^

+ eo(x' - x,-*-0)

(4.29)

where au * 0, which is unconditionally satisfied in our model and co is an over-relaxation
factor used to accelerate the convergence, where 1 < ca < 2. A convergent solution for the
linear system is obtained when the maximum norm o f the difference between x (k) and
is less than a given tolerance £2 , as expressed in Equation (4.30):
x iM )- x w

(4.30)

4.4 Algorithms
The three algorithms are used in this model. The source code can be seen in the
appendix.
Algorithm 1. Main structure
Step 1. Input all constants and coefficients.
Step 2. Call a function to calculate the deposit growth at each subelement for
each layer.
Step 3. Begin the loop for calculating the deposit dwell times for each layer.
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Step 4. When the laser beam is focused in a subelement, call a function to
calculate the steady state temperature distribution.
Step 5. Calculate the coefficient matrix A in the linear system.
Step 6. Call a function for solving the linear system and for obtaining the
dwell time distribution in each layer.
Step 7. End the loop for calculating the deposit dwell times.
Step 8. Output the results.
Algorithm 2. Temperature calculation
Step 1. Input the over-relaxation factor eo, tolerance s t , maximum number o f
iterations, and other coefficients.
Step 2. Calculate the intensity distribution o f the laser beam.
Step 3. Begin the loop for calculating the temperature distribution.
Step 4. Use Equation (4.21) to calculate the temperature inside the
substrate.
Step 5. Use Equation (4.22) to calculate the temperature on the surface o f
the substrate.
Step 6. Use Equation (4.24) to calculate the temperature on the interface
between the deposit and substrate.
Step 7. Exit the loop if the norm o f the difference between the temperature of two
successive iterations is less than a given tolerance ex, or the number o f iterations
exceeds the maximum number o f iterations.
Algorithm 3. Solving the linear system to obtain the deposit dwell times
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Step 1. Input the matrix A, deposit growth, tolerance e2 and maximum number
o f iteration.
Step 2. Give the initial approximation x (0).
Step 3. Begin the iteration loop to calculate the dwell times.
Step 4. Use Equation (4.29) to calculate the dwell times for each layer.
Step 5. Calculate the norm o f the difference between x (t) and x (*-,).
Step 6. End the iteration loop if the convergence criteria in Equation (4.30) is
satisfied or the number o f iterations exceeds the maximum number o f iterations.
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C H A PTER 5
SIM ULATION O F A CONVEX M ICROLENS
In this chapter we use the mathematical model and the corresponding numerical
method described in the previous chapter to simulate the process o f fabricating a convex
microlens. We choose nickel as the deposit and graphite as the substrate. The temperature
distributions in the different layers o f deposit will be calculated and hence used to
determine the dwell times needed to fabricate the convex microlens.

5.1 Description of the Simulation
It is assumed that the microlens parabolic in shape. Hence, the geometry o f the
deposit is pre-specified, as shown in Figure 5.1. The mathematical model o f the deposit
has been described in section 4.1.

L

Figure 5.1 A convex microlens with a parabolic surface
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The diameter L and maximum height H are assumed to be 20 jjm and 2/an,
respectively- The substrate is rectangular with dimensions 40 x 40 x 10 (fm3). The
calculation domain for the substrate is chosen to be much larger than the deposit size so
that the boundary conditions can hold. If the conductivity o f the substrate is small,
compared with the conductivity o f the deposit, we may assume that the temperature on
the boundary o f the substrate is close to the ambient temperature. In our calculation, the
ratio o f conductivity o f deposit (nickel) and substrate (graphite) is about 40. Thus, the
domain o f the substrate is appropriate for our calculation.
It is impossible to obtain the deposit with the pre-specified geometry in a single
step because o f the complicated correlation between the temperature distribution and
growth rate. Given the laser beam intensity and its distribution (Gaussion distribution),
one might obtain a deposit with a specific shape; however, the reverse process is
extremely hard to control. From the discussion o f the mathematical model in chapter 3,
we need to simulate the fabrication process layer by layer. To simulate the fabrication
process, the laser beam should scan each pixel on the surface of the deposit. We need to
determine how long the laser beam should be focused on each local pixel o f each layer.
The multilayer scanning approach to simulate the whole process for fabricating a
micro lens with a pre-specified geometry has been described in chapter 3. Given a
micro lens with a parabolic surface, as shown in Figure 5.1, there are many ways to divide
the microlens into multiple layers. A convenient way is to specify the number o f layers rt
and then evenly divide the whole maximum height H o f the microlens into a number o f
subintervals, each with height h. l f H = 2/jm, we may choose n = 20, and h = 0.1 fMn-
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After specifying the geometry properties o f each layer, we need to decompose the
substrate and deposit in horizontal plane. Note that the domain decomposition is
important in our calculation and the size o f each sub-element is determined by the
physical properties o f the laser beam and deposit conductivity.
In the numerical example the size o f each element (pixel) is chosen to be
1pm x \pm. The mesh o f deposit zone on the substrate surface is shown in Figure 5.2.
The five points A, B, C, D, E in the figure are selected pixels for analyzing the
temperature change corresponding to each layer. The substrate is involved in the three
dimensional calculation, where each element is chosen to be I pm x I pm x 0.5pm. The
convex microlens shapes resulting from 5, 10, 15 and 20 layers o f deposit are given in
Figures 5.3 to 5.6, respectively.
The computation includes the three algorithms described in section 4.4. Algorithm
2 and Algorithm 3 are nested in Algorithm 1. When the laser beam is focused on certain
element, Algorithm 2 is used to calculate the quasi-steady state temperature distribution,
which will be used to calculate the coefficient matrix in the linear system. The
convergence o f Algorithm 2 should be controlled carefully. In our example, the tolerance
o f the temperature calculation is chosen to be f/ = 1.0 x 10 "2. Algorithm 3 is used to
predict the dwell time at each element for each layer. If the size o f the element is chosen
appropriately, the linear system is diagonally dominant and the calculation for the SOR
method is stable and convergent. In addition, for each layer we only need solve the linear
system one time to obtain the dwell times for the whole layer. Algorithm 3 takes less
CPU time than Algorithm 2 in our model. After balancing CPU time and high accuracy, a
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smaller tolerance value can be chosen for Algorithm 3, with £/ = 1.0 x 10A O f course the
consistency in accuracy should be maintained for the whole computation.
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) are used to calculate the growth for each element on
each layer, given a microlens with a pre-specified geometry. Part o f the calculation is
only related to the geometry and is independent from the temperature and dwell time
calculation. Hence, it can be performed using an independent procedure. The data o f AZ
forms the right hand side o f the linear system in Equation (4.26) and the linear system is
then solved using Algorithm 3. The program (Appendix B) for predicting the dwell times
is written in the Fortran language and is run on a SGI Origin 2000.

S.2 Physical Parameters
Several key parameters determine the outcome o f the LCVD process. The LCVD
deposition rate is a function o f many variables, such as laser power, laser scan rate, vapor
pressure o f the precursors, and thermal conductivity of the substrate. The parameters that
ultimately limit and control the process lie within the realm o f thermal physics and
continuum mechanics. In this chapter, emphasis has been placed on the kinetics o f
growth, rather than on the diffusive transport o f the precursor in the gas phase. Without
considering convection, the primary mode o f heat transfer is conduction to the substrate.
Besides the precursor partial pressure, the laser power is the process parameter that most
influences growth. The laser intensity and its distribution can be calculated from
Equations. (3.10) and (3.11).
A common LCVD precursor, tetracarbonyl nickel, Ni(CO)4, was employed which
has a vapor pressure o f \QQ0mbar at 316 K. Ni(CO)4 dissociate according to the reaction:
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Ni(CO)A(g) - - > Ni(s) + 4(CO)(„

(5-1)

with an activation energy, Ea, o f 94000 J/mol [Maxwell 1996]. The compound also
decomposes at a relatively low temperature, having a threshold temperature, T,h, of423AT.
Nickel has a moderate thermoconductivity for a metal, kj = 65.6W/m K at 600AT,
and nickel’s thermocimductivity is representative o f many transition and refractory
metals. Most important, the conductivity o f Ni is relatively constant over the 400-1500/f
interval, and Ni melts at 1728K. The conductivities o f nickel and graphite [Incropera
1985] are listed in Table 5.1, in which ks, nand ksj. are in-plane (i.e. parallel) and z-axis
(i.e. perpendicular) thermal conductivity o f substrate material, respectively. kd is thermal
conductivity o f deposit material. The melting point o f graphite is 2273AT, much higher
than nickel.
Table 5.1 Conductivities o f nickel and graphite
Conductivity
k(W/m-K)
Composition
Nickel

200K

300K

400K

600K

800K

1000K

1200K

1500K

107

90.7

80.2

65.6

67.6

71.8

76.2

82.6

3230

1950

1390

892

667

534

448

357

262

9.23

5.70

4.09

2.68

2.01

1.60

1.34

1.08

0.81

2000K

kd
Graphite
ks, n to layers
Graphite
ks>J.to layers

K q, R, To, are the rate constant, universal gas constant and the threshold
temperature in the Arrhenius Equation (3.31), respectively. The threshold temperature is
an important factor determining the laser power required to initiate growth.
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The physical parameters used in the numerical example are listed in Table 5.2
[Nassar 2000], where n, and <x are the deposit index o f refraction and the StephanBoltzman constant, respectively.
Table 5.2 Physical parameters
Parameters

Values

E.
R
K0
T.

9 .4 x 1 0 \ J Im ot)

Po
a
",

8.314 ( J / m o l K )
1.37 x 104(mm / sec)
475 ( K)
0.10(fF)
0.0005(mm)
3.95

5.3 Temperature Distribution
The temperature distribution determines the growth rate and dwell time. For a
deposit with a pre-specified flat shape the area o f the interface between the deposit and
substrate is relatively large, so the primary mode o f heat transfer is conduction to the
substrate (initially). As a deposit begins to form, the temperature distribution is largely
determined by conduction in the deposit. The heat flow at the initial stage and after the
deposit has been formed can be illustrated as shown in Figure 5.7.
At the initial stage, the heat directly conducts to the substrate. When the laser
beam is focused at the center o f the deposition zone, the temperature distributions on the
surface and on the central vertical cross-section o f the substrate are given in Figures 5.8
and 5.9. Here, the central vertical cross-section is defined as the x-z plane that bisects the
substrate.
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Laser
Beam

Laser
Beam

Deposit
----------- ^

Substrate

--------------------------

Substrate

a. Initial stage (without deposit)

b. After deposit has been formed

Figure 5.7 Heat flow mechanism

As the deposit has been formed, both temperature distributions o f deposit and
substrate can be predicted. Temperature contours on the surface o f the substrate, when
the laser beam is focused at the center, are given in Figures 5.10 to 5.13 for to the layers
5, 10, 15 and 20. Similarly, temperature contours on the central vertical intersection o f
the substrate when the laser beam is focused at the center element are given in Figures
5.14 to 5.17, corresponding to the selected layers (Layer 5, 10, 15,20).
When the laser beam is focused at one pixel, the corresponding temperature
distribution can be obtained, in which the maximum temperature occurs at the pixel in
question. As the layer number becomes larger, the height o f deposit becomes larger and
the maximum temperature decreases. The change in trend o f the maximum temperature
with increase in the number o f layers is illustrated in Figure 5.18, in which the five lines
correspond to the five pixels A, B, C, D and E where the laser beam is focused (see
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Figure 5.2). As the layer number becomes large, the maximum temperature decreases
slowly.
It is seen from the Figure 5.18 that the maximum temperature decreases as one
moves from the periphery o f the surface (pixel E) to the center (pixel A) because the
deposit height near the center is larger than at the periphery, and there is enough crosssection area to transfer the heat to the surrounding area. This result also can be explained
from Equation (3.37) that describes the heat flow in the deposit. The diffusion term in
Equation (3.37) contains the parameter h. Thus if h is large, the effect of diffusion will
increase. As a result, the temperature distribution becomes flatter and the peak
temperature lower.
To examine the effect o f the boundary condition and deposit height on the
temperature distribution, we present temperature results when the laser beam is focused
at the pixel E. The temperature contours on the surface o f the substrate for layers 0, 5,
10, 15 and 20 are given in Figures 5.19 to 5.23, respectively. The temperature contours
on the central vertical cross-section o f the substrate corresponding to deposit layers 0, 5,
10, 15 and 20 are given in Figures 5.24 to 5.28, respectively. Here, the central vertical
cross-section of the substrate is the x-z plane that bisects the substrate and passes through
A and E. When the laser beam is focused at a pixel near the boundary, such as pixel E,
the temperature distribution is not symmetric. On the contrary, the temperature
distribution is symmetric when the laser beam is focused at the central pixel o f the
deposit such as pixel A. Near the boundary, the small deposit height constraints the heat
transport, thus giving rise to a high temperature.
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With the laser intensity

Pq

= 0.05W, the heat source term in Equation (3.36) is

small and the maximum temperature is smaller than that for Po = 0.08W. The temperature
contours on the surface o f the substrate with P q = 0.05 W for layers 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 are
given in Figures 5.29 to 5.33, respectively. The temperature contours on the central
vertical intersection o f the substrate with Po = 0.05 W corresponding to deposit layers 0, 5,
10, 15 and 20 are given in Figures 5.34 to 5.38, respectively. Comparing Figures 5.29 (P0
= 0.05 W) with Figures 5.8 (Po = 0.08 W), one can see that the surface temperature
distribution contours are similar but the maximum temperature decreases when the laser
intensity is lower.
The maximum temperature for Po = 0.05 W decreases also with an increase in the
layer number, as shown in Figure 5.39. The change in trend o f the maximum temperature
in Figure 5.39 is similar to that shown in Figure 5.18 (Po = 0.08 W), but the value is
smaller, since there is less heat source from laser beam to be transferred to deposit and
substrate.

5.4 Dwell Time vs. Deposit Growth
After the temperature distribution o f the deposit has been obtained, one can
simulate the deposit growth and hence the geometry o f the deposit at a certain time step,
since the temperature determines the growth rate. In our case, the geometry o f the deposit
is pre-specified so we can predict the dwell time that the laser beam has to stay in each
element for each layer in order to obtain the pre-specified deposit geometry.
Using the physical parameter values in Table 5.1, the dwell time at each pixel of
each layer o f the microlens can be predicted when Po = 0.08 IF. For the first several
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layers, the height o f deposit is still low so that it limits heat transport to the surrounding
area, so less time is needed to fabricate these layers. Figure 5.40 shows the total dwell
time at each pixel needed to fabricate the whole microlens with 20 layers. Figures 5.41 to
5.43 give the sum o f dwell time at each pixel for fabricating layers 6-10, 11-15, 16-20,
respectively. It is seen from these figures that when the height o f deposit increases, the
surface temperature decreases and, as expected, the dwell time needed to deposit another
layer increases.
When Po = 0.05 W the dwell time at each pixel for layers 1-20, 6-10, 11-15 and
16-20 are given in Figures 5.44 to 5.47, respectively. It is seen that when the laser
intensity is smaller, the temperature is lower, and a larger dwell time is needed to
fabricate the same microlens.
From the above results, one can see that more time is needed to grow the deposit
near the center than near the edge. This result is attributed to the fact that the temperature
is lower at the center than near the edge.
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Figure 5.2 Mesh and deposit zone on the surface of the substrate
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Figure 5.3

Convex microlens resulting from 5 layers of the deposit
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Figure 5.4

Convex microlens resulting from 10 layers of the deposit
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Figure 5.5

Convex microlens resulting from 15 layers of the deposit
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Figure S.6
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Convex microlens resulting from 20 layers of the deposit
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Figure 5.8 Temperature contour on the surface o f the substrate (Po = 0.08 W, Layer = 0, Position = A)
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Figure 5.9 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 0, Position = A)
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Figure 5.10 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (P0 = 0.08 W, Layer = 5, Position = A)
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Figure 5.11 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 10, Position = A)
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Figure 5.12 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (Po = 0.08W, Layer =15, Position = A)
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Figure 5.13 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (Po = 0.08 W, Layer = 20, Position = A)
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Figure 5.14 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 5, Position = A)
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Figure 5.15 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (Po = 0.08 W, Layer = 10, Position = A)
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Figure 5.16 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 15, Position = A)
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Figure 5.17 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.08 W, Layer = 20, Position = A)
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Figure 5.18 Maximum temperature vs. layers of deposit on the surface of the microlens
(Po = 0.08W, Position = A, B, C, D, E)
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Figure 5.19 Temperature contour on the surface of the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 0, Position = E)
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Figure 5.20 Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 5, Position = E)
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Figure 5.21 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 10, Position = E)
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Figure 5.22 Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit (P0 = 0.08 W, Layer = 15, Position = E)
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Figure 5.23 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (P0 = 0.08W, Layer = 20, Position = E)
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Figure 5.24 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (P0 = 0.08W, Layer = 0, Position = E)
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Figure 5.25 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate

(Po = 0.08W, Layer = 5, Position = E)
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Figure 5.26 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate

(Po = 0.08W, Layer = 10, Position = E)
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Figure 5.27 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (P0 = 0.08W, Layer = 15, Position = E)
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Figure 5.28 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (P0 = 0.08W, Layer = 20, Position = E)
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Figure 5.29 Temperature contour on the surface o f the substrate (P0 = 0.05W, Layer = 0, Position = A)

Figure 5.30 Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit (P<> = 0.05W, Layer = 5, Position = A)
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Figure 5.31 Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit (Po = 0.05W, Layer = 10, Position = A)
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Figure 5.32 Temperature contour on the surface o f the deposit (P0 = 0.05W, Layer = 15, Position = A)
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Figure 5.33 Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit

(Po = 0.05 W, Layer = 20, Position = A)
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Figure 5.34 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (Po - 0.05W, Layer = 0, Position = A)

Figure 5.35 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (P0 = 0.05W, Layer = 5, Position = A)
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Figure 5.36 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.05 W, Layer = 10, Position = A)
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Figure 5.37 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.05W, Layer = 15, Position = A)
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Figure 5.38 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate
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(Po = 0.05W, Layer = 20, Position = A)
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Figure 5.39 Highest temperature vs. layers o f deposit on the surface o f the microlens
(Po = 0.05W, Position = A, B, C, D, E)
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Figure 5.40 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for all layers 1-20 (P0 = 0.08W)
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Figure 5.41 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 6-10 (P0 = 0.08W)
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Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 11 -16 (P0 = 0.08W)
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Figure 5.43 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 16-20 (P0 = 0.08W)
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Figure 5.44 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for all layers 1-20 (P0 = 0.05W)
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Figure 5.46 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 11-15 (P0 = 0.05W)
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Figure 5.47 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 16-20 (P0 = 0.05 W)
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CHAPTER 6
SIMULATION OF A CONCAVE MICROLENS
In this chapter w e use the mathematical model and the corresponding numerical
method described in chapters 3 and 4 to sim ulate the process o f fabrication o f a concave
microstructure. Again, w e choose nickel as the deposit and graphite as the substrate. All
the physical parameters are the same as in chapter S, except for the geometry o f the
m icrolens which is concave instead o f convex. The temperature distribution and the dwell
times for each layer o f the concave microlens are predicted.

6.1 Description o f the Simulation
The geometry o f the deposit is pre-specified, as shown in Figure 6.1. The
mathematical description o f the deposit has been given in Section 4.1. The diameter L is
20 fan, maximum and minimum height H i and H2 are 3fan and Ifan, respectively. One
can see that the height at the center o f the m icrolens is I fan whereas the height at the
edge is 3fan. The substrate is rectangular with dimensions 40 x 40 x 10 (fan3). Assuming
that the number o f layers, n, is specified, H i and H2 can be evenly divided into a number
o f subintervals, each with height hi and h2. Let n = 20, for each layer, hi = 0.05fan and h2
= 0.015 fan.
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The domain decom position is sim ilar to the case in Chapter 5. The deposit domain
is a square instead o f a circle. The size o f each elem ent (pixel) for deposit is 1 fjm x
1 fan, as shown in Figure 6.2. The substrate is involved in the three-dimensional
calculation, with each elem ent having size o f 1 fan x 1 fan x 0.5 fa n . The concave
m icrolens shapes resulting from 20 layers o f deposit are given in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.1 A concave m icrolens with a parabolic surface

From the analysis o f the mathematical model in Chapter 3, w e need to simulate
the fabrication process o f a concave m icrolens layer by layer. For each layer the laser
beam m oves from one pixel to the next neighboring pixel. The temperature distribution
can be obtained when the laser beam is focused at each pixel. From this distribution, one
may determine the pixel dwell time.
The computation includes the three algorithms described in Section 4.4. The
tolerances are given in the computation as £> — 1.0 x 10 ~2 and £ ; = 1 .0 x 10~*.
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Equations (4.12) and (4.13) are used to calculate the growth AZ in each element
for each layer, given a concave microlens with a pre-specified geometry. The AZ data
form the right hand side o f the linear system in Equation (4.27). Based on the calculated
temperature distribution when laser beam is focused at each pixel, the left hand side o f
the linear system can be obtained from Equation (4.28). The linear system is then solved
using Algorithm for predicting dw ell time.

6.2 Physical Parameters
Several key parameters determine the outcome o f the LCVD process. In this
chapter, emphasis has been placed on the kinetics o f growth, rather than diffusive
transport o f the precursor in the gas phase. Without considering convection, the primary
mode o f heat transfer is conduction to the substrate. The process parameter that most
influences the growth is the laser power. The laser intensity and its distribution can be
calculated from Equations (3.10) and (3.11).
N ickel was chosen as deposit material since nickel’s thermocunductivity is
representative o f many transition and refractory metals. N ickel has a moderate
thermoconductivity for a metal, K j = 65.6W/m K at 600A"and E, = 94000 J/m ol [Maxwell
1996].
Graphite was chosen as substrate. The melting point o f Graphite is 2273K, much
higher than N ickel (1728A). The conductivities o f Nickel and Graphite are listed in Table
5.1. Other physical parameters are listed in Table 5.2.
We consider laser beam intensities o f 0.08W and 0.05W in this chapter.
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6 3 Temperature Distribution
The temperature distribution determines the growth rate and the dwell tim e at
each. For the deposit with a pre-specified relatively flat shape, the area o f the interface
between the deposit and substrate is relatively large, so the primary mode o f heat transfer
is initially by conduction to the substrate. As the deposit begins to form, the temperature
distribution becom e largely determined by conduction through the deposit and then to the
substrate.
When the laser beam with intensity Po (Po = 0.08W ) hits at the center o f the
deposition zone, the temperature contours on the surface o f the substrate are given in
Figures 6.4 to 6.8, for layer 0, 5, 10, IS and 20. The temperature contours on the central
vertical cross-section are given in Figures 6.9 to 6.13, corresponding to layer 0, 5, 10, IS
and 20. Here, the central vertical cross-section is the x-z plane that passes through A and
E, and bisects the substrate. Layer 0 is the initial stage without deposit on the surface o f
the substrate.
When the laser beam is focused at one pixel, the corresponding temperature
distribution can be obtained, in which the maximum temperature occurs at the same
element where the laser beam is focused. As the number o f layers increases, the height o f
deposit becom es larger and the maximum temperature drops down. The changes in trend
o f the maximum temperature with an increase in the number o f layers are illustrated in
Figure 6.14, in which the five lines correspond to the five pixels (A , B, C, D , E) where
the laser beam is focused (see Figure 6.2). The maximum temperature drops fast and then
slows down as the number o f layers becom es large.
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The maximum temperature is the largest when the laser beam hits the pixel near
the center because the deposit height near the center is the sm allest, and there is not
enough cross-section area in deposit to transfer the heat to the surrounding area. This
result can also be explained from Equation (3.37) that describes the heat flow in the
deposit. The diffusion term in the Equation (3.37) contains the parameter h. Thus, when h
is sm aller the effect o f diffusion is less significant and the peak temperature is higher.

6.4 Dwell Tim e vs. Deposit Growth
After the temperature distribution o f the deposit has been predicted one can
sim ulate the deposit growth and hence the geometry o f the deposit at a certain time step,
since the temperature determines the growth rate. In our case, the geom etry o f the deposit
is pre-specified so w e can predict the dw ell tim e that the laser beam has to stay at each
pixel for each layer to obtain the pre-specified deposit geometry.
U sing the physical parameter values in Table 5.1, the dwell tim e at each pixel o f
each layer o f the concave microlens can be predicted. For the first several layers, the
height o f the deposit is low , which lim its the heat transport to the surrounding area. As a
result, less tim e is needed to fabricate these layers. Figure 6.15 is the total dw ell time at
each pixel needed to fabricate the w hole m icrolens with 20 layers. Figures 6.16 and 6.17
give the sum o f the dw ell times at each pixel for fabricating layers 11-15 and 16-20,
respectively.
For ease o f comparison, the dw ell tim e contours are given in Figures 6.18 to 6.21,
corresponding to the sum o f the dw ell tim es for fabricating layers 1-20, 6-10, 11-15 and
16-20, respectively.
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From these results one can see that less tim e is needed to grow the deposit near
the center than near the edge because the height near the center o f deposit is smaller than
that near the edge, it is relatively harder for heat at the center to flow to the surrounding
area, and the temperature is thus higher when laser beam hits at the pixel near the center
than near the edge (see Figure 6.14). A s the height o f the deposit becom es larger, the
temperature o f deposit drops down; hence more dw ell tim e is needed per pixel to deposit
another layer o f the same height.
For a different laser intensity, the dw ell tim e needed to fabricate the concave
microlens with the same geom etry (Figure 6.3) w ill be different. With Po = 0.08 IF, dwell
time contours are given in Figures 6.22 to 6.25, corresponding to the sum o f dwell times
for fabricating layers 1-20, 6-1 0 ,1 1 -1 5 and 16-20, respectively.
Comparing Figure 6.22 with Figure 6.18, one can see that for lower laser
intensity, the total dwell time at each pixel becom es larger since the temperature is lower
at each pixel for each layer.
For different kinds o f microstructures, the temperature distributions differ and the
dwell tim es needed to fabricate the microstructure also differ. For a convex microlens the
dwell time is larger near the central pixel (see Figure 5.40). However, for a concave
microlens the dw ell time is larger near the edge (see Figure 6.16). There are two reasons
to account for the difference in dw ell time distributions between Figure 5.40 and 6.16:
(1) The height o f the deposit at the central pixel is largest for a convex microlens
and sm allest for a concave microlens.
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(2) The maximum temperature reaches its m inim um value at the central pixel for

a convex m icrolens, whereas it reaches its maximum value at the central pixel
for a concave m icrolens (see Figure 5.18 and 6.14).
The above results illuminate the interrelationship among the deposit growth
(deposit geometry), temperature, and dwell time.
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Figure 6.2

Mesh and deposit zone on the surface of the substrate
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Figure 6.3

Concave Microlens resulting from 20 layers of deposit
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6.4 Temperature contour on the surface o f the substrate (P0 = 0.08W, Layer = 0, Position = A)
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6.6 Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 10, Position = A)
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6.8

Temperature contour on the surface of the deposit (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 20, Position = A)
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6.9 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 0, Position = A)
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6 .10 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 5, Position = A)
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6 .11 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 10, Position = A)
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6.12 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section o f the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 15, Position = A)

6.13 Temperature contour on the vertical cross-section of the substrate (Po = 0.08W, Layer = 20, Position = A)
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Figure 6.14 Highest temperature vs. layers of deposit on the surface of the concave microlens
(Po = 0.08W, Position = A, B, C, D, E)
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Figure 6.15 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for all layers 1-20 (Po = 0.08 W)
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Figure 6.16 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 16-20 (P0 = 0.08 W)
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Figure 6.17 Sum of dwell times at each pixel for layers 11-15 (Po = 0.08W)
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Figure 6.18 Contour of the sum of dwell times for all layers 1-20 (Pq= 0.08W)
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Figure 6.19 Contour of the sum of dwell times for layers 5-10 (Po = 0.08 W)
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Figure 6.20 Contour of the sum of dwell times for layers 11-15 (Po = 0.08 W)
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Figure 6.21 Contour of the sum of dwell times for layers 16-20 (Po = 0.08 W)
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Figure 6.22 Contour o f the sum o f dwell times for all layers 1-20 (Po = 0.05 W)
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Figure 6.23 Contour of the sum of dwell times for layers 5-10 (Po = 0.05W)
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Figure 6.24 Contour of the sum of dwell times for layers 11 -15 (Po = 0.05 W)
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Figure 6.25 Contour of the sum of dwell times for layers 16-20 (Po = 0.05 W)
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The 3D-LCVD process is a viable mechanism for fabricating three-dimensional
microstructures. Based on the investigation o f pyrolytic LCVD, a new three-dimensional
mathematical model has been developed to describe the heat transfer in the deposit and
substrate and to predict the growth o f deposit and the dwell time for fabricating a deposit
with a pre-specified geometry.
The mathematical model describes the relationship among heat transfer, growth
rate, and dwell time. The heat transfer equations describe the heat transfer not only in the
deposit but also in the substrate. The general heat-transfer relation has been specified on
the interface between the deposit and substrate. The conductivities o f deposit and
substrate m ay be different and may vary with temperature, which makes it possible to
extend this model for simulating an LCVD process using different deposit and substrate
materials. For a microstructure with a flat geometry, the temperature change along the
vertical direction inside the deposit may be ignored since the heat conductivity o f the
deposit is much larger than that o f the substrate, so it is simplified into a two-dimensional
problem. However, a three-dimensional computation is used for predicting the
temperature distribution inside the substrate.
A general parabolic equation is used to describe a deposit with a pre-specified
geometry. For other kinds o f shapes, it is possible to change this equation for calculating
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the potential growth at each pixel for each layer. In the numerical examples, one only
needs to specify the heights at the center and edge o f the microlens for predicting the
dwell times needed to fabricate a convex and a concave microlens. Therefor, the model
can be easily applied to modeling the LCVD process with a variety o f surface shapes as
long as the ratio o f height to length is relatively small.
The deposit growth is driven by a temperature above the threshold value, and the
deposit grows along the normal direction on the surface o f the deposit. The relation
between the growth rate and the temperature is described by the Arrhenius equation. To
simulate the process o f LCVD, the temperature distribution should be first obtained.
Given the deposit growth at each pixel, one cannot directly use the Arrhenuis equation to
predict the dwell time since temperatures affect the growth at a fixed pixel when the laser
beam is focused at other neighboring pixels. In our model, the Gaussian laser beam is
used, which covers several pixels even though it is focused at one fixed pixel at a time.
At a fixed pixel, the sum o f the deposits contributed for that pixel when the laser beam
moves through all pixels is the actual deposit growth at that fixed pixel. Based on this
analysis, a linear system has been obtained for predicting the dwell time at each pixel for
each layer. This method is different from that used for modeling the LCVD process for a
rod, in which the dwell time can be directly calculated from the Arrhenius equation,
given the deposit growth and temperature.
Because o f the complicated relationship among the temperature distribution o f
deposit and substrate, deposit growth, and dwell time, an iterative algorithm has been
presented for solving the model. Jacobi and SOR methods are used to calculate the
temperature and to solve the linear system. The properties o f the linear system have been
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examined. Several factors affect the properties o f the linear system and hence affect the
accuracy and convergence speed. An interesting relationship between the laser intensity
distribution and the pixel size has been investigated. I f the laser beam has a flatter
distribution, it covers more pixels on the surface. Thus, the sum o f the growths at a given
pixel driven by the temperatures when the laser beam hits all other pixels (including the
given pixel) may exceed the pre-specified growth at the fixed pixel, a result which can
lead to unreasonable dwell time results. In our calculation, the SOR (or Gauss-Seidel)
method gives the convergent solution for the linear system since its coefficient matrix is
diagonally dominant.
Nickel and graphite are selected as materials for deposit and substrate,
respectively. The temperature distribution is obtained when the laser beam hits each pixel
in each layer. W hen the laser beam hits the central pixel, the temperature distribution is
symmetric, whereas it is not symmetric when the laser beam hits a pixel near the edge
because o f the influence o f the deposit boundary. For each temperature distribution, the
maximum temperature occurs at the same pixel as which the laser beam hits. For each
layer o f a convex microlens, the temperature distribution becomes flatter when the laser
beam hits the central pixel than when it hits the other pixels. Thus, the maximum
temperature for each layer reaches its minimum value at the central pixel since the
deposit height is larger near the central pixel and hence provides more room for heat
transport to the surrounding area. For a fixed pixel the maximum temperature drops
down with an increase in the number o f layers. For the first several layers, the
temperature drops fast and then slows down when the layer number becomes large. For
different laser intensities, the corresponding temperature distributions are different. For a
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given pixel on a layer, the maximum temperature for intensity Po = 0.05W is lower than
that for P0 = 0.08 W.
For each layer o f a concave microlens, the maximum temperature reaches its
highest value at the central pixel, where the deposit height is smallest, because there is
less room for heat transport to the surrounding area. This result is different from that for a
convex microlens. However, the relation between the maximum temperature and number
o f layers is similar to the result for a convex microlens. The maximum temperature at the
first several layers drops fast and gradually slows down with an increase in layer number,
and converge to a constant value.
The dwell time at each pixel o f each layer has been obtained in order to control
the scan process for fabricating a microlens with a pre-specified geometry. Near the
central pixel o f a convex microlens, more dwell time is needed to grow a deposit for a
given height. This result can be explained as follows: (1) for each layer, the deposit
growth along the normal direction on the surface o f the deposit is larger at the central
pixel than that at other pixels; (2) the maximum temperature is smallest at the central
pixel. For each layer, the dwell time distribution also appears to have a convex parabolic
shape. From these results one can see that for a given layer and pixel with the same
deposit growth, the dwell time becomes larger when the laser intensity becomes smaller.
For a concave microlens, the pixel dwell time corresponding to each layer
becomes larger when the number o f layer increases, which is similar to the result for a
convex microlens. However, the dwell time distribution for each layer is totally different
from that o f a convex microlens. For each layer o f a concave microlens, the maximum
temperature reaches its maximum value at the central pixel, which leads to the least dwell
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time at the pixel. Thus the dwell time distribution appears to have a concave parabolic
shape.
It is very difficult to develop a three-dimensional model that describes the
relationship among the heat transfer o f deposit and substrate, deposit growth and dwell
time. In terms o f the work, the current model may be extended to simulate the process o f
fabricating microstructures using other materials than nickel and graphite.
Experimental work is also strongly suggested to verify the model. After further
verification o f the model one may explore the possibility o f fabricating a microstructure
o f a more complicated geometry or o f arbitrary shape.
A further interest also is to develop a time-dependent 3D- LCVD model to
simulate the whole process. Another challenging work is to include the precursor
concentration calculation and consider the mass transport limitation in the current threedimensional mathematical model.
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APPENDIX
SOURCE CODE OF THE 3D-LCVD
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
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Program: convex3d.f
c- - - - --------—
—------- -- ■------ c This program simulates the process for fabricating a microstructure
c with a pre-specified geometry using laser-induced chemical vapor
c deposition. It includes the following computations:
c
c 1) Three-dimensional temperature distribution of substrate
c 2) Two-dimensional temperature distribution of deposit
c 3) deposition growth along normal direction
c 4) dwell time at each pixel of each layer
c
c For the detailed information, please refer to the mathematical model
c
c Title: convex3d.f
c Author: Chaoyang Zhang
c Date: Jan., 2001
c Version: V4.0
c
c This version introduces the simulation o f the process for fabricating
c a convex microlens into V3.0 which is for simulation of a concave
c microlens
c
----------- ■ ■
■■- - - ~
parameter(mi=41,mj=41 ,mk=21, ml=51, mt=450)
parameter(imax=41jmax=41,kmax=21,mmax=325,minner=293)
parameter(nx 1=11 ,nx2=31,ny 1=11 ,ny2=31)
parameter(conkd=0.0655,conks=0.0017,conv=0.0)
parameter(ea=94000.0,cr=8.314,ck=13700.0,t0=475)
parameter(dx=O.001,dy=0.001,dz=0.001,dh=0.0001)
parameter(dhl=0.0001, dh2=0.0)
parameter(m=3.95)
dimension h(mi,mj,ml),hgrowth(mi,mj,ml), hh(mi,mj)
dimension hhh(mi,mj)
dimension tsl(mi,mj,mk), ts2(mi,mj,mk)
dimension tsurf(mt,mt), a(mt,mt)
dimension tsurfl(mt, 101),dwellt(mt, 101)
dimension qin(mi,mj),qqin(mi,mj)
dimension X(mt),b(mt)
dimension kdomain(mi,mj), timeplot(mi,mj ,ml), temp(mi,mj,ml)
dimension timetotal(mi,mj,ml), totalteachlayer(ml)
dimension angle(mi,mj,ml),coef(mi,mj,ml)
dimension Tdistr(mi,mj,ml)
dimension Tsub(mi,nij,ml)
dimension tempmin(ml),tempmax(ml)
dimension Tmax(mi,ml)
c Read the data
c * * * * ********************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

write(*,*),read the maximum iteration number*
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read(*,*)maxiter
write(*,*),read the over-relaxation factor1
read( *,*)wfactor
write(*,*),read the given tolerance'
read(*,*)tol
write(*,*)'enter the layer number of deposit’
read(*,*)klay
c initialize array and varibles
do i = l,imax
do j = 1jmax
hhh(ij)=0.0
qin(ij>=0.0
qqin(ij)=0.0
hh(ij)=().0
do k = l,kmax
tsl(ij,k)=tO
ts2(ij,k)=t0
timetotal(ij,k)=0.0
Tdistr(ij,k) = tO
Tsub(i j,k) = tO
end do
end do
end do
do k=l,klay
do i = l.imax
Tmax(i,k) = tO
end do
end do
do i=l,mmax
do j=l,mmax
tsurf(ij)=tO
a(ij)=0.0
end do
end do
do k= 1,klay
tempmax(k) = 0.0
tempmin(k) = 5000.0
totalteachlayer(k)=0.0
do i=nx l^ix2
do j=nyl,ny2
anglecos=fy(i j ,k,nx 1,nx2,ny 1,ny2,dx,dy,dh 1-dh2)
angle(iJ,k)=anglecos
coef(ij ,k)=fcoefi[m,anglecos)
end do
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end do
end do
c

calculate deposit growth
call growth_ccave(nx 1,nx2,ny 1,ny2,klay,dx,dy,dh 1,dh2,num,
+ kdomain, h, hgrowth)
do i= l,imax
do j= I Jmax
if((i.ge.nxl .and.i.le.nx2).and.(j.ge.ny 1 and.j.le.ny2»
+ then
hhh(ij ) = h(ij,20)
else
hhh(ij) = 0.0
end if
end do
end do
write(*,*)"*****♦ number= ", num, " klayer=", klay
write(*,*)"****♦* number= ", mmax, " klayer=", klay

c

calculate the temperature
do 100 k0=l,klay
kcount=0
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
hh(ij)=h(ij,kO)
end do
end do
write(*,*)The layer kO=',kO
do jd=nyl,ny2
do id=nxl,nx2
if(kdomain(idj d) .eq. 1) then
kcount=kcount+1
p0=0.05

c
+

calculate the temperature
call tempsub(pO,W),kdomain,angle,coef,hh,ts 1,dt,id
jd,qin, ts2,maxiter, wfactor, tol)
if(jd.eq.21) then
Tmax(id,k0) = ts2(id, jd, 1)
end if
if(id.eq.21 .and.jd.eq.21) then
do j=nyl,ny2
do i=nxl,nx2
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Tdistr(ij\kO) = ts2(ij,l)
end do
end do
do i=nxl,nx2
do k=l,mk
Tsub(i,k,k0) = ts2(i,21,k)
end do
end do
end if
if(id.eq.21.and.jd.eq.21) then
do j=nyl,ny2
do i=nxl,nx2
if(kdomain(ij).ne.O) then
qqin(ij)=qin(ij)
end if
end do
end do
end if
kcell = 0
do ky=nyl,ny2
do kx=nxl,nx2
if(kdomain(kx,ky).eq. 1) then
kcell=kcell+l
tsurf(kcount,kcell)=ts2(kx,ky, 1)
tsurfl(kcell,k0)=tsurfl[210,kcell)
a(kcount,kcell)=ck*exp(-ea/cr/tsurf(kcount,kcell))/
+
(1.0 +exp(t0-tsurf(kcount,kcell))/(0.01*t0))*1000.0
if(tsurf(kcount,kcell).lt.(tO+1.0))
+
a(kcount,kcell)=0.0
end if
end do
end do
end if
end do
end do
c

calaulate the dwell time
ii=0
do i=nx l^ix2
do j=nyl^iy2
if(kdomain(ij).eq.l) then
ii=ii+l
b(ii)=hgrowth(ij,k0)*1000.0
end if
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end do
end do
call gs(a,b,Xjninner)
do i=l,mmax
dwellt(i,kO)=X(i)
end do
kkk=0
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
timeplot(ij,k0)=0.0
temp(ij,k0)=300.0
if(kdomain(ij).eq.l) then
kkk=kkk+l
timeplot(iJ ,kO)=dwellt(kkk,kO)
totalteachlayer(kO)=totalteachlayer(kO)+timeplot(ij,kO)
temp(iJ,kO)=tsurf(kkk, kkk)
if(kO .eq. 1) then
timetotal(ij ,kO)=timeplot(ij ,k0)
else
timetotal(ij ,kO)=timetotal(ij ,k0-1)+tiineplot(ij ,k0)
endif
end if
end do
end do
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
if(kdomain(ij).eq.l) then
if(tempmax(kO) .It. temp(ij,kO)) tempmax(kO) = temp(ij,kO)
if(tempmin(kO) .gt. temp(ij,lcO).and.kdoniain(ij).ne.O)
+
tempmin(kO) = temp(ij,kO)
end if
end do
end do
write(*,l 12)tempmax(k0),tempmin(k0)
writef*, 112)(timeplot(21j,kO)j=ny 1^iy2)
write(*,l 12XTdistr(21 j,k0)j=nyl,ny2)
write(*,l 12)(Tsub(j,2,kO)j=nyl^iy2)
100 continue
112 format(7fl 1.5)
c output simulated results
O Tf

open(unit=06, fye='dl.dat')
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c

output the temperature change with layers at selected points
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)'*•** Temperature change for selected points*** '
write(6,*)'VARI3LES="X", "Tl", "T2","T3", "T4", "T5m
WRrrE(6,*)'ZONE 1=21'
write(6,912)(k,(Tmax(i,k),i=21,29,2), k=l ,klay)
912 format(i5,2x,5fl0.2)

write(6, *)'growth rate of several points in each layer'
write(6,301)(k,hgrowth(21,21 ,k)/totalteachlayer0c),
+ hgrowth(21,23,k)/totalteachlayer(k),hgrowth(21,25,k)/
+ totalteachlayer(k),hgrowth(21,27,k)/totalteachlayer(k),
+ hgrowth(21,29,k)/totalteachlayer(k), totalteachlayer(k),
+ k=l Jday)
301 format(i3,5fl2.8,fl5.6)
write(6,*)'Min temp in each layer'
write(6,312Xi, tempmax(i), tempmin(i),i=l,klay)
write(6,*)'**** the dwell tim e'
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)'/Total Dwell time for layers of deposit. k=20'
write(6,*),VARIBLES="r, "J", "DWELL TIME”'
WRITE(6,*)'ZONE 1=21, J=21, F=POINT,
write(6,3112X(ij,timetotal(ij^0),
+
j=nyl,ny2),i=nxl,nx2)
do k=l,klay-5,5
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)7Dwell time for the layers. kklayer=',k,,-,,K+5
write(6,*),VARIBLES="r, " r , "DWELL TIME"’
WRITE(6, *)'ZONE 1=21, J=21, F=POINT
write(6,3112X(i j,timetotal(i j,k+5)-timetotal(i j,k),
+
j=ny 1,ny2),i=nx 1,nx2)
end do
198 format(2i5, i5)
c

output the laser intensity distribution
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)'**** Laser beam intensity distribution **** '
write(6,*),VARIBLES=nr , " r , "LASER INTENSrTY"’
WRITE(6, *)'ZONE 1=21, J=21, F=POINT
write(6,3112X(ij,qqin(i j) j=ny 1,ny2),i=nx 1,nx2)

c
c

output the temperature distribution at the surface of substrate
when laser beam focus on the center of the deposit
do k=l,klay,5
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)'** Temperature on surface**** , KK:', k
write(6,*yVARIBLES="r, "J", "TEMP DISTRIBUTION ON SUBSTRATE"'
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WRITE(6,*)'ZONE 1=21, J=21, F=POINT
write(6,3112X(ij ,Tdistr(ij ,k)j=ny 1,ny2),i=nx 1,nx2)
end do
c
c

c

output the temperature distribution on the vertical intersection
of substrate when laser beam focus on the center of the deposit
do kl=l,klay,5
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)'** Vertical Temp **** KK : kl
write(6,*)VARIBLES—T , "J", "VERTICAL TEMP DISTRIBUTION"'
WRITE(6,*)'ZONE 1=21, J=41, F=POINT
write(6,3112X(i,k-l ,Tsub(i,mk+l-k,kl),k=l ,mk),i=l ,imax)
end do
output the height o f the deposit for selected layers
do k=5,klay,5
write(6,*)"
write(6,♦)'***** HEIGHT ************
write(6,*)The layer of deposit. k=',k
write(6,*)VARIBLES="r, "J", "HEIGHT"
WRITE(6, *)'ZONE 1=21, J=21, F=POINT
write(6,3113X(ij,1000.0*h(i j,k),
+
j=ny 1,ny2),i=nx 1,nx2)
end do
do k=l,klay,l
write(6,3112X(ij,timeplot(i j,k),
+
j=ny 1,ny2),i=nx 1,nx2)
write(6,31l)((ij,k,1000.0*h(ij,k), 1000.0*hgrowth(i j ,k),
+
temp(ij,k),
+
coef(ij,k),angle(ij,k),
+
j=ny 1,ny2),i=nx 1^vx2)
end do

312
3112
3113
311

format(i5,2fl4.2)
format(2i5, fl4.4)
format(2i5, fl4.6)
format(i3,i3,i3,2fl5.8,fl0.2, 2A2.8)

write(6,•)'**** the dwell time '
do k=l,klay
write(6,*)The layer of deposit. k=',k
write(6,l 1lXdwellt(i,k),i= 1,100)
write(6,21 lXi,(1000.0*timeplot(ij,k)j=nyl^iy2),i=nxl^ix2)
end do
write(6,*)'***♦ the dwell tim e'
write(6, 111XX(i),i=l ,mmax)
write(6,'•)•**•* b(i) ***•*'
write(6,11 l)(b(i),i=l,mmax)
111 format(5fl4.10)
211 fbrmat(i2,7fl0.5/2x,7fl0.5/2x,7fl0.5)
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write(6,*)'*** temperature of the substrate ***'
do k=l,kmax
write(6, *)le=,,k
write(6i0Xi,(ts2(ijJc)j=l,40^),i=l,40^)
end do
write(6,*)"
write(6,*)'***♦ Heat distribution ****** =1 •
write(6,*),id -,id ,' jd—, jd
do i =nxl,nx2
write(6,*) 'i=',i
write(6,21)(qqin(i j) j=ny 1,ny2)
end do
write(6,*)'*** temperature distribution on the surface'
write(6,*)' when laser beam focos on element i *** '
do i =100,num-150
write(6,*) ’i=',i
write(6,21Xtsurf(ij ) j = 1,num)
end do
write(6, *)'matrix A and temperature distribution at element j'
do j =l,num
write(6,*) tsurface, j - j
write(6,21)(tsurf(i j),i= 1,num)
write(6,*) 'matrix A, j—j
write(6^3Xa(i j),i= 1,num)
write(6,*),the b(i)'
write(6,23Xb(i),i=1,400,10)
end do
20
21
23

formaXi4,10f7.1/4x,10f7.1)
format(lOfB.l)
format(5fl5.7)
close(6)
stop
end

c function for angular of absorption
c alfa: the cos(angle)
function fcoef(m,alfa)
unx = alfa
unr=sqrt( 1.0-unx*unx)
c 1=sqrt(m*m-unr*unr)
c2=unx-cl
c3=unx+cl
c4=m*m*unx-cl
c5=m*m*unx+c 1
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c6=c2*c2/(c3*c3y»-c4/c5
fcoef=1.0-0.5 *c6
end
c********* subroutine for substrate temperature *•*****♦•♦
subroutine tempsub(pO,n,kdomain,angle,coef,hh,tsl,dt,idjd,
c +
qin,ts2)
+
qin,ts2,maxiter, w, tolerance)
parameter(mi=41,mj=41,mk=21,ml=51)
parameter(imax=41jmax=41,kmax=21 ,mmax=325)
parameter(nx 1=1 l,nx2=3 l,nyl= l l,ny2=31)
parameter(dx=0.001,dy=0.001,dz=0.001,dh=0.0001)
parameter(conkd=0.0655,conks=0.0017,conv=0.0)
parameter(ea=94000.0,cr=8.314,ck=l3700.0,t0=475)
parameter(pi=3.1415926,delta=0.0005)
dimension qin(mi,mj), hh(mi,mj), kdomain(mi,mj)
dimension tsl(mi,mj,mk), ts2(mi,mj,mk)
dimension angle(mi,mj,ml)
dimension coef(mi,mj,ml)
err=0.0
c

the initial condition
do i=l,imax
do j= l jmax
do k=l,kmax
tsl(ij,k)=t0
ts2(ij,k)=t0
end do
end do
end do

c

boundary condition
do j= l jmax
do k=l,kmax
ts2(l j,k)=t0
ts2(imaxj,k)=t0
end do
end do
do i=l,imax
do k=l,kmax
ts2(i,l,k)=t0
ts2(ijmax,k)=t0
end do
end do
do i=l,imax
doj=l jmax
ts2(ij,kmax)=t0
end do
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end do
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
qin(ij ) = pO/delta/sqrt(2,0*pi)/delta/sqrt(2.0*pi)
+
*exp(-((i-id)#(i-id)*dx*dx+0'-jd)*(j-jd)*<fy*dy)
+
/2.0/delta/delta)
qin(ij)=qin(ij)*angle(ij,n)*coef(ij,n)
end do
end do
iter = 0
1000
iter=iterH
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
if(kdomain(iJ).eq.l) then
cx 1=(hh(i+1j)+hh(i j))/2.0*conkd/dx/dx
cx2=(hh(ij)+hh(i-l j))/2.0*conkd/dx/dx
cyl=(hh(ij+1)+hh(ij))/2.0*conkd/dy/dy
cy2=(hh(ij -1)+hh(ij))/2.0*conkd/dy/dy
cz=conks/dz
cxyz=cz+cx 1+cx2+cy 1+cy2
+
+

ts2(ij , 1)=(ts 1(ij ,2)*cz+qin(i j)
+cxl*tsl(i+l j,l)+cx2*tsl(i-l j ,l )
+cy 1*tsl(i j+1, l)+cy2*tsl(i j-1, l))/cxyz
ts2(i j, l)=tsl(i j , l)+w*(ts2(i j , l)-tsl(i j,l))
else
ts2(ij,l)=t0
end if
end do
end do
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
tsl(ij,l) = ts2(ij,l)
end do
end do

c
c

calculate the temperature on the boundary of the interface
between the deposit and the substrate
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
ifi(kdomain(ij).eq.2) then
numofl = 0
sumofl = 0.0
if(kdomain(i-lJ).eq.l) then
sumofl = sumofl + ts2(i-l j ,l )
numofl = numofl +1
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end if
if(kdomain(i+lj).eq.l) then
sumofl = sumofl + ts2(i+l j ,l )
numofl = numofl +1
end if
if(kdomain(ij-l).eq.l) then
sumofl = sumofl + ts2(ij-l,l)
numofl = numofl +1
end if
if(kdomain(ij+l).eq. 1) then
sumofl = sumofl + ts2(ij-l,l)
numofl = numofl +1
end if
ts2(ij,l) = sumofl / float(numofl)
end if
end do
end do
c

calculate the temprature o f the substrate
do k=2,kmax-l
do i=2,imax-l
do j=2jmax-l
ts2(ij,k)=(ts l(i-l j,k)+ts 1(i+1 j,k)+ts l(i j - 1,k)
+
+ts 1(ij + 1,k)+ts 1(ij,k -1)+ts 1(ij,k + 1))/6.0
ts2(ij,k)=tsl(ij,k)+w*(ts2(ijdc)-tsl(ij,k))
end do
end do
end do
do i=l,imax
do j= l jmax
do k=2,kmax
if((ts2(ij,k)-ts 1(ij,k))/tsl(ij,k).gt.err)
+
err=(ts2(ij,k)-tsl(ij,k))/tsl(ij,k)
tsl(ij,k)=ts2(ij,k)
end do
end do
end do
if(err.gttolerance.and.iter.ltmaxiter) goto 1000
if(id.eq.21.and.jd.eq.21) then
write(*,*)' e r r = e r r , ' iter=', iter
end if
return
end

c subroutine for obtain temperature
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subroutine dta(ea,cr,ck,tsurf,a)
dimension tsurf(100,100), a(100,100)
do i=l,100
do j=l,100
a(ij)=ck*exp(-ea/cr/tsurf(ij))
end do
end do
return
end
c calculating the angle between the z and normal direction
function fy(ij a u x 1,nx2,ny I ,ny2,dx,dy,dh)
radius=dx*(nx2-nx 1)/2.0
ix0=(nx 1+nx2)/2
jy0=(nyl+ny2)/2
x=dx*(i-ix0)
y=dy*0-jyO)
fy = (sqrt(radius*radius*radius*radius +
+
4.0*n*n*dh*dh*(x*x+y*y)))/(radius*radius)
fy=1.0/fy
end
c calculate the growth of deposit at each point along the normal
c direction
c

hOO is he basic height o f the the microstructure
subroutine growth_ccave(nx 1,nx2,ny 1,ny2 ,klayer,dx,dy,
+ dhl,dh2,
+ n_point,kdomain, h, hgrowth)
real hOl, h02, hdO, radius
parameter<imax=41jmax=41,ml=51 ,mmax=325)
dimension kdomain(imaxjmax), h(imaxjmax,ml),
+ hgrowth(imaxj max,ml)
hOO = 0.00005
do k=l,ml
do i=l,imax
do j= l jmax
kdomain(ij)=0
h(ij,k)=0.0
hgrowth(ij,k)=0.0
end do
end do
end do
do k=l,ml
n_point = 0
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do i=nx l^ix2
do j=nyl,ny2
xk=dx*(i-21)
ykr=dy*0-21)
rk=dx*10
h(i j,k)=dh 1*k+(dh2-dh 1)*k*(xk*xk+yk*yk)/rk/rk+hOO
if(sqrt(xk*xk+yk*yk).le.(dx*(10.0+0.1))) then
kdomain(ij)=l
if(sqrt(xk*xk+yk*yk).ge.(dx*(9.5+0.0)))kdomain(ij) =2
n_jx>int=n_point+1
if(h(ij,k) .It 0.0) h(ij,k) = 0.0
if((k.ne. I).and.(dh2.gt.dh 1).and.(h(ij,k).gt.(dh2*k)))
+
h(ij,k) =dh2*k
else
kdomain(ij) = 0
h(ij,k)=0.0
end if
end do
end do
end do
h01=dhl
h02=dh2
hd0=h02-h01
ix0=imax/2+l
jyO=j max/2+1
write(*,*)"hO,ixOjyO", hO.ixOjyO
do n=l,ml
do i=nxl,nx2
do j=nyl,ny2
x=dx*(i-ix0)
y=dy*0-jyO)
radius=dx*(nx2-nx 1)/2.0
if(kdomain(ij).ne.O) then
if( n.eq.l) then
hgrowth(ij »n)=h(ij ,n)
else
if(x.eq.0.0.and.y.eq.0.0) then
hgrowth(ij ,n)=h01
else
a = -4.0*n*n*(n+l)*hd0*hd0*hd0*(x*x+y*y)
b = radius*radius*radius*radius*radius*radius+
+
4.0*n*(n+l)*hd0*hd0*radius*radius*(x*x+y*y)
c = -hO1*radius*radius*radius*radius*radius*radius +
hdO*radius*radius*radius*radius*(x*x+y#y)
rou = 2.0*c/(-b-sqrt(b*b-4.0*a*c))
fi = (sqrt(radius*radius*radius*radius +
+
4.0*n*n*hd0*hd0*(x*x+y*y)))/(radius*radius)
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89

hgrowth(ij,n)=rou*fi
format(i3,2f8.4,7e 18.10)
end if
end if
if(hgrowth(ij,n).lt.0.0) hgrowth(ij,n) = 0.0
end if
end do
end do
end do
return
end

c GaussSiediel Iteration Method to solve linear system
subroutine gs(as,b,xl,n)
parameter(mt=450,mmax=325)
dimension as(mt,mmax),a(mt,mmax+1),b(mmax),x 1(mmax)
c

transfer array as(n,n) to a(n,n+l)
do i = l,n
do j = l,n
a(i j > as(ij)
end do
a(i,n+l) = b(i)
xl(i) = 0.0
end do

c

the tolerance
tol = 0.00001

c

maximum number of iterations.'
nn = 1000
k= 1

100 if (k.gt.nn) goto 200
c

infmity-norm
err = 0.0
c step 3
do 10 i=l,n
s = 0.0
c
do-loop computed the summation
do 20j=l,n
20
s = s-a(ij)*xl(j)
s = (s+a(i,n+l))/a(i,i)
if(abs(s).gt.err) err=abs(s)
xl(0 = xl(i)+s
10 continue
if(err.le.tol) then
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goto 400
end if
c
step 5
k = k+1
goto 100
200 continue
400 continue
return
end
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